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Haskalah, Secular Studies and the Close of the Yeshiva in Volozhin in 1892

In May, 1988, Mesorah Publications, Ltd. printed a book as part of its ArtScroll History Series, edited by Rabbis Nosson Scherman and Meir Zlotowitz, entitled My Uncle the Netziv. This volume is an English rendition by Moshe Dombey of parts of Mekor Barukh by Rabbi Barukh Halevi Epstein, well known as the author of the Torah Temimah commentary on the Torah, which contains a great deal of information about the renowned nineteenth-century rabbinic scholar and rosh yeshiva, Rabbi Naftali Zvi Yehudah Berlin (Neziv).

This new English version of R. Epstein’s work was published with an approbation by Rabbi Nachman Bulman of Kiryat Nachliel in Israel who wrote:

An English rendition of Rav Boruch Epstein’s Mekor Boruch is long overdue.

The experience of Torah life derives first and foremost from Torah learning. But the impact of Torah learning is immeasurably richer when the lives of living Sifrei Torah, of Torah Sages, become educative models for our people. Further, such lives are vital links in the chain of Jewish historical knowledge.

Mekor Boruch is a matchless compendium of biography, memoirs and lore. It was authored by a celebrated son of the greatest yeshiva in modern time—Volozhin. . . . In it, the quality of life and the love of Torah and Israel of Lithuanian Jewry come alive. A glowing portrayal of Volozhin and its last central figure, the venerable Netziv, is a major part of the work.
Rabbi Moshe Dombey merits unstinting commendation for his adaptation of Mekor Boruch for an English reading public, which could find much edification from reading the fruit of his efforts.

Soon after its publication, the book was mailed by the Lakewood Cheder School in Lakewood, New Jersey, to a number of potential donors as part of a fund-raising effort by that institution, which had in the past also included other books belonging to the ArtScroll History Series. However, a few months later, the administration of the school had a change of heart and in a letter dated July 7, 1988, its Executive Director, Rabbi Baruch Manes, wrote the following to all those who had originally received the book:

Dear Friend:

The Lakewood Cheder School takes pride in the high standard of education it affords its students. In keeping with this tradition the Cheder has made available to its many friends and supporters, books of interest on a broad range of Jewish subjects, books that serve to promote the lofty ideals of the great Torah luminaries of past generations. Your generous support, in turn, has made it possible for us not only to continue sending such books, but to continue the vital work of providing a level of Chinuch in keeping with the standards Klal Yisroel expects from the children of the Beth Medrash Govoha community. We remain grateful for your help and look forward to your support in the future.

Regretfully, the book you recently received, entitled “My Uncle the Netziv,” does not meet these standards. It does not correctly portray the Netziv, his hashkofos, kedusha, and yiras shamayim as related to us by his revered talmidim, the ones who knew him best.

As an example of the true Netziv, his son HaGaon Harav Chaim Berlin zt”l quotes his father regarding his decision to close the doors of the famed Volozhiner Yeshiva rather than introducing secular studies into its program:

Do not be anguished that this matter brings about my departure from this world . . . for it is well worth the sacrifice of my life.

Such a statement from the heart illustrates the depth of the Netziv’s saintliness, and his uncompromising principles regarding the primacy of Torah, whatever sacrifices it might entail.

True appreciation of the Netziv can only be attained from the study of his monumental writings on all areas of Torah.

Upon consultation with Gedolei Torah, we recommend that the book not be read. If you wish, the Cheder will reimburse you for any donation you may have sent.

Mesorah Publications joins us in sincerely apologizing for this error. We assure you that in the future you may continue to look to the Cheder for books of exceptional quality and educational value, and we look forward to earning your continued confidence and support.
The anonymous “Gedolei Torah” who were consulted clearly did not share Rabbi Bulman’s positive assessment of the content and value of this work and “recommended” that it be recalled.

What was it in this work by the author of the Torah Temimah that was found to be so objectionable? Which aspects of it do not “correctly portray the... hashkofos, kedusha, and yiras shamayim” of the Neziv to the extent that it was deemed inappropriate to be read? Was it his description of “my uncle’s habit of reading the weekly newspapers even on Shabbat and discussing current events at the Shabbat table?”1 Was it his noting that the Neziv had secular books in his library?2 Some have suggested that the opposition to the work was based on R. Epstein’s statement in the name of his uncle that had the Rambam studied Torah with a group of scholars, instead of by himself, he would have avoided any number of errors he made in the Mishneh Torah.3 Perhaps it was this acknowledgement that the Rambam simply erred in his pesak halakhah that made some people uncomfortable. In all probability, as the context of the Lakewood Cheder School letter indicates, their reconsideration was related to Rabbi Epstein’s assertion that at one point the Neziv did permit secular studies in Volozhin and allowed the yeshiva to be closed only in 1892 when submitting to the escalating demands of the Russian authorities would have resulted in changing its entire character.4 This apparently ran contrary to the tradition accepted by the Gedolei Torah referred to in the letter that the Neziv had made “his decision to close the doors of the famed Volozhiner Yeshiva rather than introducing secular studies into its program.”5

Before proceeding to determine the historical facts, it is important to trace the history of this tradition. There seem to be two sources on which it is based. The first, as mentioned in the Lakewood Cheder letter, is a statement by the Neziv’s eldest son, R. Hayyim Berlin. As part of his own will (zava’ah), R. Hayyim wrote:

The following night, at 4 a.m. Thursday morning, 28 Av 5653 (= August 10, 1893), the Neziv died.
This tradition about the reason for Volozhin’s closing is also attributed to the Hafez Hayyim. He is alleged to have told his students that a gathering of rabbis was called to determine the fate of the yeshiva after the Russian government insisted on it setting aside two hours every day for secular studies, primarily the study of Russian language and literature. While most of those present felt that these studies should be reluctantly allowed under the circumstances, R. Yosef Dov Halevi Soloveitchik insisted that better the yeshiva be closed than to allow it to continue in this new fashion. The Hafez Hayyim reported that R. Soloveitchik said:

Concluded the Hafez Hayyim:

The letter signed by the Executive Director of the Lakewood Cheder School raises a number of important and interesting questions. Firstly, it clearly assumes that Rabbi Barukh Halevi Epstein is not to be considered as one of the “revered talmidim . . . who knew him best.” This is curious in light of R. Epstein’s very close familial and personal ties to the Neziv. The Neziv was his mother’s brother (hence, “my uncle”) and, after the death of the Neziv’s first wife in 1871, also became his brother-in-law when he (i.e., the Neziv) married his own niece and Rabbi Epstein’s sister, Batya Miriam (Mirel). There is even a tradition, reported in the names of Rabbi Epstein and Batya Miriam themselves, that Rabbi Epstein was responsible for this shiddukh, urging his father, the famed Rabbi Yehiel Mikhail Epstein, the author of the Arukh ha-Shulhan, to consider it in spite of the fact that there was a thirty-year age difference between the two parties.

Furthermore, during the years he spent as a student in Volozhin (1873–1878), Rabbi Epstein was personally very close to the Neziv. At the very beginning of his Mekor Barukh he wrote:
He ate with the Neziv in his home during the week and on Shabbat and Yom Tov, spent time in his study in the afternoons observing him answer letters and receive visitors and, on occasion, travelled alone together with him. Even after leaving the yeshiva, R. Epstein continued his close association with the Neziv, returning to visit him in Volozhin and, less than a year after the yeshiva was closed in 1892, hosted the Neziv at his home in Pinsk. Later on, R. Epstein acknowledged his great debt to the Neziv for all he had done for him:

Given the obvious closeness between R. Epstein and the Neziv, one wonders which of his other “revered talmidim” would be in a better position to faithfully and accurately portray the lifestyle and values of this great teacher. If Rabbi Epstein did not “know him best,” who knew him better? Even with all of the hesitations that are obviously appropriate in attempting to utilize personal reminiscences for determining historical fact, what reason is there to question the essence of Rabbi Epstein’s presentation and to assume that “it does not correctly portray the Netziv?”

Secondly, and more importantly, what about the basic issue itself? What are the facts about the closing of the Volozhin yeshiva as evident in all of the available literature on the subject? Which tradition is historically accurate: that of Rabbi Epstein or that of Rabbi Hayyim Berlin and the Hafez Hayyim? Indeed, must they be considered contradictory? In a word, is Rabbi Epstein’s presentation factually correct or is it indeed a distortion of “the true Netziv” as the Lakewood Cheder letter insists?

The Volozhin yeshiva was founded by R. Hayyim of Volozhin (1749–1821) in 1802–03. He began with a small number of students but, under his leadership, the number increased until it reached over a hundred. R. Yosef of Krynki (Krinek) was one of R. Hayyim’s earliest students and, in a letter written many years later to raise funds for the yeshiva, he observed that already during the first year after its founding:

I saw that many merchants would go out of their way to be in Volozhin to see what a yeshiva is all about and what one does there. And when they
saw that several minyanim of great Torah scholars were sitting and learning all day and all night with great assiduousness, they wondered and marvelled at this very much.\textsuperscript{18}

Lest one attribute this encomium either to the exaggerations of a fund-raiser or to a later retrospective idealization (R. Yosef himself noted in the letter that he wrote it some sixty-three years after the yeshiva was founded), other evidence as to R. Hayyim’s early success is forthcoming as well. In a letter of support dated 15 Iyyar 5664 (= Spring, 1804), leaders of the Vilna community, including a son of the Gaon of Vilna, wrote:

רואים כי רבי יוסף צדק מתגברים על מלכאת חכוש. הלוחם העץ מ_bet_ על הלוחם בעל קיימא רבי יהודה תבור נוגן... מרחרי צד יד של יד אביד יקיר החכמים.

The yeshiva achieved great fame throughout Russia and Lithuania and its students became known for their high level of Torah learning and scholarship. Among those who became leaders of nineteenth-century East European Jewry were R. Ya’akov of Karlin, the author of the _Mishkenot Ya’akov_; R. David Tevele, the author of the _Naḥlat David_ and R. Yosef Zundel Salant.\textsuperscript{20} After R. Hayyim died, R. David Tevele was able to eulogize him by asserting that:

דרבר יונה מפורחי כי מדליג הוה מדבר על הימים שלימדו יאמרו יאני אל אוכלי ההיא המתקוממי בך והימים שלימדו יאמרו יאני על רכוש-binary תוכי שלח.

Upon the death of R. Hayyim in 1821, the leadership of the yeshiva passed to his eldest son R. Yizhak (1780–1849), known affectionately as R. Izeleh. R. Izeleh related how he was commanded by his father on the day he died to devote himself fully to the strengthening of the yeshiva.\textsuperscript{22} Although the total number of its students decreased somewhat by the end of his tenure, he faithfully followed in his famous father’s footsteps and led the yeshiva with dignity and devotion. Among his students were R. Shmuel Salant; his own son-in-law, R. Naftali Zevi Yehudah Berlin (Neziv); R. Yosef Dov Halevi Soloveitchik, author of the _Bet ha-Levi_; R. Eliyahu Hayyim Meisel, rabbi of Lodz and two young scholars who later became well known Zionist leaders, R. Shmuel Mohliver and R. Mordecai Eliasberg.\textsuperscript{23}

R. Izeleh was followed as rosh yeshiva by his eldest son-in-law, R. Eliezer Yizhak (1809–1853), after his death in 1849\textsuperscript{24} and upon the latter’s death in 1853, the mantle of leadership passed to his younger son-in-law, the Neziv, who bore it with great devotion and distinction for almost four decades. It was under his distinguished leadership that the yeshiva in Volozhin came into its own as the premier institution of Torah learning in the world in the nineteenth century.
The Neziv was born in the city of Mir in 1817. He came to Volozhin at the age of eleven and two years later married Reyna Batya, the second daughter of R. Izzeleh. He began delivering shiurim in the yeshiva while his father-in-law was still alive and, after his death, served as assistant to his brother-in-law R. Eliezer Yizhak. During the years of his tenure as rosh yeshiva (1833–1892), the number of students grew to five hundred, according to some accounts. They included R. Avraham Yizhak ha-Kohen Kook, later the first Chief Rabbi of Palestine; R. Moshe Mordekhai Epstein, author of the Levush Mordekhai and rosh yeshiva of the Slabodka yeshiva; R. Isser Zalman Melzer, author of the Even ha-Azel commentary on the Rambam’s Mishneh Torah and head of Yeshivat Ez Hayyim in Jerusalem; R. Avraham Dov Ber Shapiro, the last rabbi of Kovno and author of the Devor Avraham; R. Shimon Shkop, author of the Sha’arei Yosher; R. Menahem Krakowsky, author of the ‘Avodat ha-Melekh on the Mishneh Torah; and R. Shlomoh Polacheck, the Iluy of Meisheh. The influence of the yeshiva and its thousands of students over the years was great and was felt throughout Europe and even in America.  

The beginning of the Neziv’s tenure as rosh yeshiva of Volozhin coincided with the beginning of the spread of Haskalah in Russia. Although it has been suggested that the first inklings of the transition towards Haskalah there can be dated back to the Gaon of Vilna and some of his contemporaries, it did not take root in that country until the second quarter of the nineteenth century. In 1828, Yizhak Ber Levinsohn published his Teudah bi-Yisra’el in which he utilized traditional Jewish sources to forcefully argue for the legitimacy and even necessity of secular studies. The appearance of this book, coupled with the knowledge that its author was awarded a 1,000 ruble grant from the government for it, gave strength to those few maskilim who had been living in Russia during that time and emboldened them to take a more aggressive and public role in support of their objectives. They began to call publicly for a “normalization” of Jewish economic activity as well as the establishment of a new educational system which would provide students on the elementary and secondary school levels with a knowledge of both Judaism and secular studies, including some kind of professional training as well. By 1848, eight such enlightenment schools were founded and, by the middle of the century, maskilim in various cities in Russia had coalesced into a well organized active movement.

While even during this period there were some maskilim who went beyond a desire for moderate changes in the educational and social structures of the community and called for more radical steps which included rejecting many aspects of rabbinic tradition, this tendency
towards a more militant Haskalah increased with the ascension of Alexander II to the throne of Russia in 1855. Attempts by maskilim to fuse faith with enlightenment became fewer as Haskalah more and more led to a complete break with traditional society. The late 1850's and early 1860's witnessed a veritable explosion of Haskalah literature in Hebrew, Russian and Yiddish, including journals, periodicals, books, poems, plays, pamphlets, novels and scholarly works of different kinds. In December 1863, the Society for the Promotion of Culture Among the Jews of Russia (Hevrat Mefizei ha-Haskalah) was founded in St. Petersburg under the aegis of the richest Jewish families in that city. For over five decades, this group was involved in publishing and disseminating Haskalah literature in various languages and in supporting young students seeking Russian acculturation. A new modern Hebrew literature was created and there was a strong push for reforms in religious life and practice as well. The relatively liberal policies of Alexander II and a progressively better economic situation brought about an influx of Jewish students into Russian gymnasia and universities which, in turn, created a new Jewish intelligensia steeped in Russian culture to the exclusion of Jewish tradition.

Although frustrated by the lack of progress in the area of political and civic emancipation and set back by the reaction and repression which characterized Russian policy vis-a-vis the Jews in the wake of Alexander II’s assassination in 1881 and the pogroms that followed, Haskalah continued to develop, either in the direction of joining ranks with the Russian revolutionary movements and championing full integration into Russian society or, on the contrary, in the direction of continuing to maintain ties with the traditional society and, for some, strengthening Jewish nationalism. Men like Avraham Mapu (1808–1867), Avraham Ber Gottlober (1811–1899), Shmuel Yosef Fuenn (1818–1890), Kalman Schulman (1819–1899), Leo Pinsker (1821–1891), Yehudah Leib Gordon (1830–1892), Perezh Smolenskin (1842–1885), Moshe Leib Lilienblum (1843–1910), Asher Ginsberg (Ahad Ha’am, 1856–1927), and Michah Yosef Berdyczewski (1865–1921) played major roles in this powerful movement and, although espousing very different ideologies and emphases, represented the strength of the Russian Haskalah until the end of the century.27

Both proponents and opponents of Haskalah recognized early on that none of its goals could be achieved without the direct support of the Russian government. Maskilim reasoned correctly, much to the chagrin of their opponents, that their goal of enlightening what they considered to be their backward and benighted coreligionists would strike a receptive chord with a government interested in the modernization and
“russification” of its inhabitants. This identity of interests gave proponents of Haskalah much power and prestige throughout the 1800’s.

Indeed, official Russian interest in Jewish affairs began very early in the century. In 1804, the government promulgated a comprehensive series of laws including permitting Jewish students to study at Russian schools on all levels while retaining their Jewish identity; allowing the Jewish community to establish its own schools, at its own expense, provided that they offer instruction in either Russian, Polish or German; and requiring that all lay or rabbinic leaders appointed from 1812 and on be able to read and write one of these languages. This was followed by a Statute on the Jews in 1835 which restated most of the 1804 legislation with some additions and innovations.

In the course of the first half of the century, the Russian authorities abolished the kahal which had been the executive agency in charge of the taxing, policing and administering of the community (1844); established the position of a “rav mi-ta’am” who was a government official responsible to the authorities for the technical administrative affairs of the community and who served alongside the traditional rav who continued to meet the spiritual and ritual needs of his flock; regulated the growth of hadarim and required that melamdim have some knowledge of secular subjects (1844); created a network of state-sponsored Jewish elementary schools and founded two rabbinical seminaries (1847). These last two educational initiatives were most important to the maskilim for they were exactly in accordance with their own program and they gained a great deal of strength and support from these government efforts.

In 1840, Sergius S. Uvarov, Russia’s Minister of National Enlightenment, set out to initiate a new country-wide educational system for the Jews. Aware of the opposition he was likely to arouse in the community, he instructed Dr. Max Lilienthal, then head of a German-style Jewish school in Riga, to travel across Russia seeking support for his effort. In spite of the difficulties he encountered, which will be discussed below, his mission was ultimately successful. The first such school was founded in 1847, and by 1855 close to one hundred existed throughout the Pale of Settlement. These schools were staffed by prominent maskilim, and their graduates were to become the leaders of Russian Haskalah in the second half of the century.

A major target of criticism of both the maskilim as well as the Russian government was the yeshiva. In their shared desire to modernize Jewish education and to incorporate secular studies into the curriculum of Jewish schools, both realized that the heder and even more so the yeshiva represented a formidable barrier to achieving their goal. As long as those bastions of traditional education continued to flourish with their vir-
ually exclusive emphasis on the Talmud to the total exclusion of any kind of secular study, both Jew and non-Jew interested in enlightening the Jewish population in Russia knew their efforts could not be possibly successful. In some cases, maskilim were totally opposed to the notion of a yeshiva and often exaggerated its problems as part of their effort to abolish them entirely; other, more moderate, maskilim appreciated the general importance of the yeshiva for Jewish life but argued in favor of expanding its curriculum to include some secular studies as well. And if this negative assessment was true of all hadarim and yeshivot, how much more so was it true of the yeshiva in Volozhin, the largest and most influential of them all. If all yeshivot aroused the ire of the Russian government and their Jewish cohorts, a special criticism and even venom was reserved for Volozhin.

Haskalah literature, in its various genres, consistently attacked the institution of the yeshiva throughout the second half of the nineteenth century. Claiming that enlightenment would naturally lead to emancipation, the founders of modern Hebrew literature mercilessly and repeatedly castigated what they considered to be the rigid orthodoxy represented by the yeshiva and everything for which it stood. Highlighting the shortcomings of the traditional yeshiva education was a common motif in the prose and poetry of men like Perez Smolenskin ("ba-To'eh bi-Darkei ha-Hayyim"), Reuven Asher Braudes ("ba-Dat ve-ha-Hayyim" Vol. II), Yehudah Leib Gordon, Moshe Leib Lilienblum, Shalom Yaakov Abramowitch (Mendele Mokher Sforim) and others. Every aspect of yeshiva life and its values was grist for the mill of their sharp criticism—its exclusive emphasis on Talmud study, its conceptual methodology (they strongly opposed pilpul), its seeming lack of pedagogical sophistication (all students attended the same shiur, without regard for their different levels of intelligence and expertise), and even the practical difficulties of daily living faced by the yeshiva bakhur (long hours, his estrangement from family, cramped living quarters, poverty, interpersonal tensions, etc.). Together with the criticism came concrete suggestions, e.g., studies should be geared to the age and intellectual level of the student; general studies featuring Russian language and literature, Hebrew language and grammar, and a practical trade should be included in the curriculum; teachers should be trained in principles of pedagogy, and more.33

This pejorative view of the yeshiva described above is generally forthcoming in novels and poetry which describe the yeshiva in general, without identifying any specific institution. While some of it was, in all likelihood, levelled against Volozhin as well, the largest and most influential of all the yeshivot, it is not singled out by name as the specific object of criticism. This is not so in the case of periodicals and newspapers published by maskilim in the last third of the nineteenth century where
the yeshiva of Volozhin, in particular, is explicitly identified as the object of their displeasure. This genre of Haskalah literature is replete with public attacks—some militant and some moderate—against the Neziv and his yeshiva.

One of the more popular publicistic publications of the Haskalah in Hebrew was *ha-Shaḥar*. Founded by Pereg Smolenskin in 1868, it was devoted to spreading Haskalah in Russia by attacking both the Orthodox traditionalists to its right and the assimilationists and religious reformers to its left. In its January 1876 issue, Smolenskin published an article about Volozhin by Avraham Zukerman, entitled “Androlomusya.” Already the title indicated the orientation of its author. An asterisk after the word refers the reader to a note at the bottom of the page which defines it as a kind of contagious disease. The article was written with particular disrespect for the Neziv. Under the leadership of R. Hayyim and R. Yizḥak, wrote the author, the yeshiva students were allowed to pursue extra-Talmudic knowledge. Now, however, under the present rosh yeshiva (the Neziv) whom he does not mention by name, “strong-armed guardians” have been appointed to carefully monitor the students’ behavior and “to suddenly fall upon yeshiva students” if there is even only a suspicion that they are involved in secular studies. He actually went as far as to parallel these sudden nocturnal searches, which he described as wreaking havoc in the rooms of the yeshiva *bakhurim*, to the frightening spectacle of government authorities barging into Jewish homes in the middle of the night to snatch children for the Czar’s army!

This forced conscription of the Jews by these *kbappers* (from the Yiddish word, to catch) continued to evoke horror and outrage in the Jewish community even though it was no longer taking place and strikingly indicated the aversion that the author of this article must have had for the yeshiva. He went on to describe the scene where the unfortunate student caught with the objectionable material was expelled from the institution, with the *rosh yeshiva* sitting on his chair and conducting the proceedings with haughtiness, “like the pope.”

A few months later another article appeared in two installments in *ha-Shaḥar*. Here too the author severely castigated the Neziv, who is again not mentioned by name, for recently instituting regular organized searches of his students’ rooms—like a dog searches for food—to see if they were hiding what he considered to be unacceptable secular literature. But in addition to attacking what he characterized as the Neziv’s narrowmindedness, he also even went so far as to accuse him of illegally appropriating the yeshiva’s money for his own personal use.

A much less extreme position is found in *ha-Meliz*, another Haskalah journal. Founded in Odessa in 1860 by Alexander Zederbaum (1816–1893), it was the first Hebrew newspaper in Russia. It too was devoted to the dissemination of Haskalah but in a more moderate manner, arguing
also for the continuation of traditional religious values. Zederbaum consistently expressed a great deal of respect for the Neziv but repeatedly wondered why he refused to include even a minimal amount of secular studies in Volozhin’s curriculum. He devoted his lead editorial in the July 15, 1879 issue to expressing outrage against those former students of the yeshiva who had recently tried to frame the Neziv by forging a document in his handwriting which showed him to be disloyal to the Russian government. Nevertheless he concluded:

About a month later, Zederbaum published a letter he received from Moshe Leib Lilienblum which claimed that the Neziv brought this action upon himself by personally slapping two students as a punishment for various infractions, one for showing disrespect and the other for reading secular literature:

Zederbaum added an editor’s note in which he said first that he printed this letter to publicly indicate that he did not favor such behavior. He then wrote that if, in fact, this report is true, the Neziv made a mistake and should placate those whom he wronged; if it is false, he has an obligation to set the record straight by publicly denying it. Nevertheless, he concluded, even if it were true, it was inexcusable for the students to act the way they did. Zederbaum turned his attention to Volozhin once again a year and a half later. In a lead editorial in the December 21, 1880 issue, he acknowledged receiving a letter from the Neziv informing him that the Russian government officially recognized the yeshiva as authorized to train rabbis. After hailing this news as a great achievement, he called for expanding the yeshiva’s curriculum to include those subjects whose knowledge would make these rabbis more effective in serving their communities. Although every minute is precious and it would pain the rashei yeshiva to officially allow anything that would take away time from Torah study, times have changed and such study is absolutely critical for the success of any rabbi. If the daily schedule could be properly structured, such studies would not be considered a waste of time and the student would be able to be successful in both his religious and secular pursuits. He concluded with the hope that his suggestion would
be accepted by the rosh yeshiva and his supporters, and expressed his confidence that the financial pressure facing the yeshiva would be alleviated as a result. Some two months later, in the February 23, 1881 issue, A. Kupernik suggested a compromise: let the future rabbis at least be given the opportunity to study the Russian language one-two hours daily in order to be in a position to effectively communicate with the secular authorities and also not be held in disgrace by the youth of the communities within which they will minister.

Four years later, in the February 13, 1885 issue, Zederbaum repeated his call for secular studies in Volozhin. The context there is interesting. On November 14, 1884, Zederbaum had printed a report attacking the Neziv for being so harsh and strict with his students that one of them actually attempted suicide. Although Zederbaum added an editorial note that he found it hard to believe this story, the Neziv was upset that it was printed and had one of his associates suggest to Zederbaum that, in the future, he check with him first before doing so. In his lead editorial in the February 13, 1885 issue, Zederbaum defended his action and even suggested that it was to the Neziv's benefit that he publish such a report. Were he to refuse, he wrote, the scoundrel who fabricated it would send it to a much less sympathetic Russian journal which would not doubt its truth and which would even refuse to print a denial! Just as the Neziv considers himself expert in administering a yeshiva so do I, wrote Zederbaum, consider myself an authority when it comes to managing a journal. This led Zederbaum to note that while he does defer to the Neziv in matters of Talmud study, there is one matter with which he disagrees with him, i.e., the issue of secular studies in the yeshiva. This time he argued that the students in the yeshiva will, in any case, be exposed to secular literature and it is better that it take place under the supervision of the yeshiva than behind its back. Once again he argued that only a rabbi exposed to secular studies one-two hours a day (when he is resting his mind from the far more taxing and involved Talmudic studies) could be successful. Were he not to gain this knowledge while in the yeshiva, Zederbaum concluded, he could not be expected to do so afterwards when he would have to devote all his energies to earning a livelihood.

In spite of these respectful attacks on his leadership of the yeshiva that appeared periodically in the pages of ha-Meliz, the Neziv himself turned to that journal for various important announcements and requests. The February 16, 1885 issue contained a letter from him to American Jewry seeking their financial assistance in support of his yeshiva; the May 7, 1886 issue carried an announcement submitted by R. Shlomoh David Dinkin, the mashgiyah of the yeshiva, that only young men who could study the Talmud and its major commentaries on their own would henceforth be admitted as students there; the June 4, 1886 issue contained a detailed list of the income and expenses of the yeshiva for the
period of Spring and Winter 1885 submitted by the Neziv; in the wake of the fire which ravaged more than half of Volozhin at the end of June 1886, the Neziv used the pages of ha-Melitz to publicly appeal for donations to rebuild his destroyed yeshiva and submitted a list of donors who responded to his request for the September 14, 1886 issue; in the issue of October 11, 1886, R. Dinkin announced the formation of the special kollel that was established in Volozhin with the financial support of the prominent Yisrael Brodsky of Kiev. 

Michah Yosef Berdyczewski, at the time a Haskalah writer, made his first appearance in ha-Melitz in the beginning of 1888 with a series of articles about Volozhin. Born in 1865, he began to read Haskalah literature in his adolescence. After his first marriage (1883–1885) ended in divorce because his father-in-law could not tolerate his interest in modern Hebrew literature, he travelled to the yeshiva in Volozhin where he felt he could continue its study, albeit clandestinely. Although his involvement with Haskalah was a source of tension between him and the yeshiva’s administration and he left the yeshiva only a little over a year later, he maintained warm feelings for the yeshiva and its leaders for many years. 

By the time these articles appeared, Berdyczewski had already printed two articles in other journals about his former alma mater. His very first publication, entitled “Toledot Yeshivat ‘Ez Hayyim,” was published in the 1886 volume of ba-Asif. There he briefly traced the history of the institution from the days of R. Hayyim through R. Izeleh and then devoted most of the rest of his presentation to a description of the yeshiva under the leadership of the Neziv, whom he described with respect. He also reproduced a copy of the text of R. Hayyim’s and R. Eliezer Yizhak’s tombstones which the Neziv personally made available to him. 

One year later he published another two-part article about Volozhin in the journal ha-Kerem. In the course of describing the yeshiva, he first called for the introduction of some secular subjects into its curriculum and then presented a brief five-part short story about different types of yeshiva bakhurim. Finally, his short publication in ha-Melitz, which was printed anonymously in 1888, took the form of letters written from a student in Volozhin to a friend in which he described life in the yeshiva, suggested broadening the yeshiva’s curriculum to include Jewish history, Hebrew grammar and linguistics, and also took the editor of ha-Kerem to task for rejecting his suggestions printed earlier in that journal. 

A different type of criticism of Volozhin was penned by Moshe Reines and printed in Ozar ha-Sifrut in 1889–1890. Reines first rejected the arguments of Zederbaum (in be-Melitz, 1880) and Berdyczewski (in ha-Kerem, 1887) in favor of introducing secular studies into the yeshiva. This is impractical, he argued, for three reasons: firstly, it is impossible
for anyone to become so proficient in general knowledge while developing himself as a Torah scholar:

Because all modern yeshivot give their students a thorough grounding in the sciences, do we not have the same thing in Torah?

Secondly, those who support the yeshiva would withdraw their donations as soon as they would realize that Volozhin is no longer an institution devoted solely to Torah:

The yeshiva: It is not superfluous to have yeshivot and academies where nothing but Torah is taught.

To suggest that Volozhin could institute secular studies and still remain as pre-eminent a yeshiva as it was is similar to suggesting to Samson that he cut off his hair and still retain his same level of strength! Thirdly, Reines suggested that secular studies are only possible in a school where the student body is divided into different grade levels and a student must pass one to reach the next. Since Volozhin is simply a “gathering place for study” without following any organized pedagogic method, such a pursuit is impossible.

What did concern Reines, however, was the procedure of determining stipends for each student which he claimed was not fair; the practice of accepting all students, in contradistinction to the earlier years of the yeshiva when the administration was much more selective in determining which student could enter the yeshiva; the presence of married scholars in the yeshiva who drained its resources and should be eliminated; the fact that students study a different tractate than the one serving as the text for shiurim by the rashei yeshiva (students in Volozhin could study any tractate they wanted, while the shiurim followed the order of Talmud); and the lack of a public fiscal accounting on the part of the yeshiva. Finally, Reines wrote that while the Neziv should not introduce wide-ranging secular study into the yeshiva’s curriculum, at the same time he should not be so unalterably opposed, as many claim he was, to even the slightest bit of secular involvement on the part of his students in their own free time.48

The Neziv and his style of managing the yeshiva were constantly harassed and attacked not only by his more “enlightened” coreligionists but by the Russian authorities as well. They too saw the existence of this ever-flourishing and influential institution as hindering their efforts at modernizing and assimilating their Jewish population. Beginning with the tenure of R. Izzeleh and continuing until the last decade of the century, the government periodically sent inspectors to the yeshiva to see if it was conforming to the law regulating the number of registered students and
requiring the inclusion of secular studies, and threatened to close the yeshiva if such studies were not introduced. But somehow, in each case, the yeshiva leadership managed to see to it that these decrees were never carried out and the yeshiva's doors remained open without interruption.

Although successful at keeping the government out of the affairs of the yeshiva, the Neziv was totally unsuccessful at keeping Haskalah literature away from his students. There is an enormous amount of evidence which indicates that from the time the Neziv assumed the position of rosh yeshiva in 1853, there were always students in Volozhin who were involved with Haskalah literature and defied all the concerted efforts on the part of the yeshiva's administration to ban it from their possession. This was, indeed, one of the goals of the maskilim. Not content with just attacking the yeshiva from afar, they consciously and deliberately aimed to penetrate into the yeshiva itself and appeal directly to the individual yeshiva bakbur studying there for support for their ideas. All indications are that, in this regard, they were eminently successful.

The earliest evidence for an interest in Haskalah on the part of students in Volozhin under the Neziv's tenure comes from shortly after he assumed the position of rosh yeshiva, during the mid-1850's. At that time Abraham Harkavy (1835–1919), who was to become a famous Jewish scholar, arrived in the yeshiva, already married and the father of a child, to study for ordination with the intention of assuming a rabbinical position. He came to Volozhin from a totally traditional background and it was only in the yeshiva where he became exposed to Haskalah for the very first time. This exposure to an entirely new culture caused such an upheaval for him that after only a half year there he left with the intention of enrolling in Vilna's rabbinical seminary and pursuing an entirely different life’s path.

There is also some evidence from the 1860's as well. During that time, Nahum Meyer Shaivech ("Shomer"; 1849–1905), who was later to become a well-known Yiddish novelist and dramatist, studied in the yeshiva. In his autobiography, he presented a very negative portrait of his fellow students who, he claimed, came to Volozhin either to escape from wives and fathers-in-law whom they hated or to find a wife with a large dowry. (He cited the words of someone who said that students come to Volozhin to learn “Torah lishmah,” Torah for her [i.e., a bride's] sake.) He himself spent his entire stay in the yeshiva pining for a girl he left behind. He also recorded that there was someone in the administration by the name of Rabbi Shalom who was responsible for assuring that students did not read any Haskalah works, clearly an indication that such study, indeed, was taking place.
R. Barukh Halevi Epstein, the point of departure of this article, studied in Volozhin from 1873–1878. In his Mekor Barukh, he recorded how, together with an intense Torah learning, he also pursued other, extra-Talmudic, studies as well. He read secular literature, studied foreign languages and even found the time to author a full-length manuscript entitled Torat ha-Mishar on various aspects of banking, industry and commerce, based on Russian and German sources. He appealed to Dr. Abraham Harkavy, the old Volozhin yeshiva bakhur and close friend of his father’s, to intercede in his behalf with the Society for the Promotion of Culture Among the Jews of Russia in St. Petersburg to help him publish that work. He recorded how the well-known maskil, Yehudah Leib Gordon, who sat on the committee which decided the fate of his book, was very impressed with its Hebrew style. His request for funds was rejected, he wrote, only because the Society was interested in supporting books written in Russian and not in Hebrew. Furthermore, R. Epstein noted that he had also published several articles in the literary section of some newspapers which also made a favorable impression on Gordon—all this while yet a student in Volozhin. As a result of the reputation he gained from his manuscript, R. Epstein was offered a prestigious post in a bank in St. Petersburg. Even after having studied in Volozhin for five years, he was desperately anxious to accept this position outside “the world of the yeshiva,” but his parents and grandfather did not allow him to do so out of fear that life in the capital city would tempt him to lessen his commitment to Torah and mizvot. Although very upset and disappointed, he submitted to their will.

The evidence of widespread study of secular literature among students in Volozhin mounts greatly for the last fifteen years of the yeshiva’s existence under the Neziv. Because the yeshiva attracted a large number of students with different kinds of backgrounds, many came there already having been exposed to Haskalah and were committed to pursuing its study. While obviously interested in Talmud Torah in a serious way, they were also devoted to continuing their exposure to secular literature, albeit on their own, in a haphazard and informal manner. In fact, by this time, the yeshiva had the reputation for being a place where it was possible to do both simultaneously (serious Talmud Torah and secular studies) and, as we shall see clearly in the case of Hayyim Nahman Bialik, students were drawn to it precisely for that reason. An example of this was Michah Yosef Berdyczewski and his report about the widespread nature of Haskalah in Volozhin is most illuminating:
Describing his own “limited” extra-Talmudic involvements, Berdy-
czewski wrote:

He even noted that, for a short period of time, the yeshiva students
founded a society for the study of Jewish history and literature which met
late at night in their rooms but that it was outlawed by the Neziv. 59

The most popular secular works read by the students in Volozhin were
the historical novels written by Avraham Mapu (1808–1867), the first
modern Hebrew novelist. Abavat Zion (1853) and Ashmat Shomron
(2 parts, 1863–1866) were historical romances set in the ancient land
of Israel during the time of the prophet Isaiah, while ‘Ayit ha-Zavua’
(5 vols., 1858–64, 1869) was a story about contemporary East European
Jewish life. They each became very popular and were reprinted a number
of times before the end of the nineteenth century. 60 These works were
considered “trefi pasul” in the yeshiva and were confiscated if discovered
by a member of the administration. Eliyahu Ze’ev Lewin-Epstein
(1863–1932), a student in Volozhin and later a prominent Zionist leader,
recounted a cute story in connection with this:

...
The administration also banned Haskalah newspapers and journals and the Neziv even personally forbade the students from going to the post office lest they be tempted to read them. Yet, they too were widespread in the yeshiva. Michah Yosef Berdyczewski presented a list of those read by the students:

It was this double reputation of Volozhin—as a strong makom Torah as well as a place with an openness to secular culture—which attracted Hayyim Nahman Bialik (1873–1934) there in the Spring of 1890. After the death of his father when he was seven years of age, he was raised by his grandfather, in whose house he developed a strong interest in religious as well as secular literature. Already harboring some anti-traditional ideas, his interest in Talmud study waned and he decided to pursue a higher level of study at the Hildesheimer Seminary in Berlin. He thought that the yeshiva in Volozhin would serve for him as an appropriate waystation where he could develop both his Jewish and secular knowledge prior to his graduate studies. He wrote:

He read and believed the articles in the Haskalah press by Berdyczewski and others describing the high level of secular study in Volozhin and thought he would be comfortable in that environment.

However, shortly after his arrival there, Bialik was disappointed with what he found:
In a letter written while in Volozhin, in the summer of 1890, Bialik noted:

"לבד לפדיד קתיש אל לזרד המ אמאוה וכל המ שבחב בדיתולעוקך לעאמסך–לא מיין אלע מקצחת.

At first, he was very much taken by the learning and devoted himself to it with great enthusiasm. He described his state of mind as follows:

"כבר באלכדום המר, המרא, ונמר... נתן עיטהות בחרישים ורצה לכל...
כבר באלכדום המר, המרא, ונמר... נתן עיטהות בחרישים ורצה לכל...
כבר באלכדום המר, המרא, ונמר... נתן עיטהות בחרישים ורצה לכל...
כבר באלכדום המר, המרא, ונמר... נתן עיטהות בחרישים ורצה לכל..."

At this time he wrote a poem, entitled “bi ’Obel ha-Torah,” in which he described his yearning to study “in the tents of Torah,” a precursor to his much more developed and famous poem of the same theme, ha-Matmid. Nevertheless, this period of intensive learning did not last too long. He continued to study but his mind was elsewhere.

"אב אבר קלמקא ואהמד HUD תחתה ולייס... רפה לא犴 לאיאן... ואוני כל מיי גארוקיש..." He began to concentrate more on writing poetry, spent time walking outdoors, became involved in a clandestine Zionist group of yeshiva students, learned Russian, and in the late summer of 1891, left Volozhin.

A contemporary of Bialik’s described the atmosphere in yeshiva at that time in the following way:

"ישבע ולויס. איבאילפר שאל חודה הב טאבלה ממה, חודה על השכלות והי קידוש...
ProgressDialog and民主生活 결합, 다른, שיתוף עלייה באיש, אל הקדיש.
עליה הריה ובולויס, וברחבי ידבר עלעלית עיגון קוסקוס בברוקים, בלעט שבלוק.
...ועדה בוולויס בוחר. לונה בכתבי הקדר ילךש הקדר.
ביוא רוח, עדות אוירואה בורבון עטויים כמותם, יוספם שבל, ו.
שידי ברואיא עלعقوبات שמדרדר בול השבווה. אל לה עלייה אמור בוולויס.
לא איה,שידק ילענ של רודרים שלוש אוסרימ ספו מאייא, בטיתו מזידם, ואתו...
"
The Torah U-Madda Journal

This information was not an in-house yeshiva secret but was known to the world at large. R. Barukh Halevi Epstein wrote:

Such an openness in Volozhin to a wide range of extra-Talmudic learning could only be possible if its rashei yeshiva acknowledged that, in principle, these disciplines had some value, even if they may have considered them inappropriate for their students. Were they to have considered such study as being absolutely heretical or even only totally worthless, it is hard to imagine that their yeshiva could ever have attracted so many students who devoted so much time and intellectual energy to it during their stay within its walls. How open, indeed, were these gedolei Yisrael to extra-Talmudic knowledge and interests and how does this relate to their valiant, albeit unsuccessful, attempts to ban them from their beloved yeshiva?

Evidence for any such interest on the part of R. Hayyim, the yeshiva’s first rosh yeshiva, is very sparse. There is a tradition that as a young boy he taught himself mathematics and was allowed to do so only because that knowledge could also be useful in understanding rabbinic statements in Tractates Kil’ayim and Rosh Haschanah. In 1784, he wrote his first approbation on Shlomo Dubno’s commentary on the Torah and included an enthusiastic encomium about this devoted disciple of Moses Mendelssohn:

Furthermore, his nephew reports in the name of R. Hayyim that the Gaon of Vilna told his son Avraham, "IshoCHAT‘AT KIDHU, lashon kadosh shel hakol shel yisrael shel beis ha-Mikdash. Presumably, R. Hayyim shared this desire as well.

Ben Zion Katz seems to suggest that R. Hayyim would have wanted to introduce secular studies in Volozhin but he lacked the “courage” (“omez ru’ah”) to do so. After all, he argued, as a devoted student of the Gaon of Vilna he was aware of the latter’s statement to R. Barukh of Shklov that a lack of general knowledge (yedi’ot bi-sha’ar ha-hokhmot)
will result in a hundred-fold lack in Torah knowledge (*hokhmot ha-Torah*). This, however, is an unfounded assertion which lacks any evidence whatsoever. First of all, even if R. Hayyim would have acknowledged the intrinsic value of secular studies, there is no basis for any assumption that he would have wanted to formally include it in his yeshiva’s curriculum. As will be demonstrated below, one need not follow the other at all. Secondly, that famous statement of the Gaon has been misunderstood by many others besides Ben Zion Katz and does not reflect the kind of openness to secular studies that many have assumed it to do.  

Much more definitive and widespread is the evidence about R. Hayyim’s son and successor, R. Izeleh. Many of the sources indicate that here we have someone who was indeed genuinely interested in secular learning. After visiting R. Izeleh in the fall of 1842 to seek his support for his effort on behalf of the Russian government to institute a network of state-sponsored, Haskalah-oriented Jewish schools, Max Lilienthal reported: “He spoke the German, Russian and Polish languages very fluently.”

R. Meir Berlin (Bar-Ilan), the son of the Negriv, actually equated the level of R. Izeleh’s secular knowledge with his Torah knowledge: ברכה לישראל בר מקור לב דוד uspesim הוא רבי צוותה ויד קאד בדרכו נו הרמאים איך בלומודי חלulnerable יועס הסופרים זר עם נוב ושלג. רבי צוותה זר עם נוב שלג.  Elsewhere he wrote: ברכה לישראל בר מקור לב דוד uspesim הוא רבי צוותה ויד קאד בדרכו נו הרמאים איך בלומודי חלNullable יועס הסופרים זר עם נוב שלג.  In one of Michah Yosef Berdyczewski’s histories of Volozhin he noted that, אומר והיה אדם ירח буд המראות השמות, ויד בר כף,יבר כף,りでブッケルメルベン書き書く, המראות השמות המראות המראות.  Yizhak Rivkind reported a tradition handed down by old-timers in Volozhin that at the time R. Hayyim laid the foundation of the yeshiva, he told the bystanders that “I am building a wall for (i.e., to insure the future of) my son אכר מטער אד אינש מיכן (אצרעל) because R. Izeleh had wanted to accept a rabbinic post in a German city known as a bastion of Reform Judaism, a move which R. Hayyim bitterly opposed.

Most interesting is the claim that R. Izeleh actually gave a *haskamah* to a new (1852) edition of Moses Mendelssohn’s commentary on the Bible prepared by Leon Mandelstamm, the successor of Max Lilienthal. In fact, his name merely appears as part of a list of Jews (in both Hebrew and German) who participated in a government sponsored conference held in 1843 to spread Haskalah among Russian Jewry, under whose auspices this work was printed. There is no evidence that R. Izeleh (or R. Menahem Mendel of Lubavitch who also attended that conference and whose name appears together with R. Izeleh’s in this new edition of Mendelssohn’s *B’ur*) willingly participated in this conference nor that he was in favor of its results, including the printing of this work. Indeed, he
could not possibly have given a haskamah to it because he died three years before it was published. Nevertheless, there is other evidence that he held this commentary in high esteem. Lilienthal reported that during that same meeting with R. Izeleh mentioned above, the latter told him that he actually incorporated some of Mendelsohn’s comments into his daily Humaḥ shiur in the yeshiva: “After the service, I explain to them some chapters of the Sidrah of the week, and the Haphtarot with the commentary of Rashi, adding some free explanations of my own, into which I interweave some remarks from the commentary of Mosheh Dessau (Mendelsohn).”

R. Izeleh also played a very important role in Lilienthal’s effort to establish a state-sponsored Jewish school network in Russia. This story is a very interesting one and merits a full discussion. One of the decisions that had been made by the authorities on June 22, 1842, after Lilienthal’s first attempt to interest the Jewish community in this project had met in failure, was to convene a rabbinical conference, based on the model of Napoleonic’s Sanhedrin, to gain the approval of Russia’s respected rabbinic leaders for their plan. R. Izeleh was chosen by the Jewish community as one of the four delegates to the conference. Lilienthal reported that he was thrilled when he heard of their choice:

> Since my arrival in Russia I had heard a good deal of Rabbi Izeleh. He was one of the Talmudical authorities in Russia, a man of great worldly tact and experience; a man of rare penetration, who many years before had foreseen the intended reforms and always advocated the necessity of sending a number of Jewish boys to the imperial public schools. I therefore rejoiced at the selection they had made, and assured them that if the rabbi was willing to go his appointment should be ratified by the minister without delay.

This report is curious in light of the fact that in early 1841 R. Izeleh strongly opposed the work of committees convened by the Russian authorities which had recently been formed in various cities to effect changes in the Jewish educational system. Nevertheless, Lilienthal was optimistic that R. Izeleh would support his efforts and, a few days before Yom Kippur 1842, set out for Volozhin to personally discuss the matter with him.

There are two different extant versions as to what was R. Izeleh’s basic reaction to Lilienthal’s proposal during the few days they spent together—one reported by Lilienthal and the other current in traditional circles. According to Lilienthal, R. Izeleh was sympathetic to his cause: “He understood very well that the reform of the schools could be delayed no longer, and though feeling somewhat uneasy about the fate that might befall his Jeshibah, when these reforms would be carried out, he never hesitated to recommend an alteration of the educational system.” Lilien-
thath reported that R. Izeleh told him, “I consider you a truly good Jew, having the welfare of his people at heart, and making every effort to promote their prosperity,” and gave him a blessing: “May the Lord, the faithful Guardian of Israel, send His angels on your way, and may you return into our midst healthy and of good courage!”

A much less favorable impression is forthcoming in sources stemming from the traditional community. They report that on Kol Nidre night, R. Izeleh brought Lilienthal to the synagogue and, in his presence, delivered his customary sermon. That year R. Izeleh cited the rabbinic passage (Yoma 18b) which recorded that before performing the Temple service on Yom Kippur, the High Priest was asked by his older colleagues to swear that he was not a heretic (Saducee) and would not deviate one iota from the traditionally accepted format of the service. The Talmud concludes that he cried because they could possibly accuse him of such a charge, and they cried as well. Asked R. Izeleh: Is it not true that our rabbis sharply enjoin us from ever having any evil thoughts about another person? After all, rabbinic literature is full of passages which condemn such activity in the harshest terms! How could it therefore be possible that the priestly elders could entertain precisely such suspicions about the holiest person (the High Priest) in the holiest place (the Holy of Holies in the Temple) on the eve of the holiest day of the year (Yom Kippur)? He answered: True, when it comes to a private individual, we are prohibited from ever entertaining such thoughts or suspicions but it is much different in the case of a public personality who has accepted upon himself the responsibility to work on behalf of the community. In such a case, not only is it permitted to question his piety but we are even required to examine carefully his intentions to insure that they are purely for the sake of Heaven. After this homily, R. Izeleh descended from the bimah leaving the congregation perplexed as to the reason why he departed from his standard Kol Nidre derashah style. Lilienthal, however, understood very well that the words were directed towards him.

Lilienthal’s reaction is different in various versions of the story. According to one, Lilienthal himself ascended the bimah at that point and publicly acknowledged that he was the object of the rabbi’s words but went on to say that everyone indeed had a perfect right to question his intention and his behavior. He then opened the ark, took out a Torah scroll and swore by all that is holy in Judaism that his intentions as well as those of the Russian government, are only for the sake of the betterment of the Jews, without any ulterior motives. Furthermore, he went on to swear that if at any time he was to sense that the government did have a hidden anti-Jewish agenda, he would immediately cease any involvement with them. According to another version of the story, Lilienthal covered his head with his talit and was heard crying softly after R. Izeleh completed his derashah. Yet a third version suggests that after the
sermon Lilienthal knew that his mission was in jeopardy and returned to St. Petersburg.93

Yet, in spite of his thinly veiled hesitations and suspicions, R. Izeleh did join the rabbinical conference convened by the government to implement its plans for establishing a nationwide network of Haskalah-type Jewish schools. Traditional sources explained his participation not as an expression of his sympathy for their efforts, as Lilienthal did, but rather as an opportunity to try to make the best of what was clearly a difficult and dangerous situation. They considered it a purely pragmatic, as opposed to ideological, decision. R. Baruch Epstein records that his uncle, the Neziv, who was present during the discussions between R. Izeleh and Lilienthal, told him that Lilienthal had informed R. Izeleh that the Tsar already had received the approval of a majority of his advisors to punish the Jews harshly for their refusal to accept his educational proposals. However, two of his ministers, Uvarov and Kiselev, had argued for leniency on the grounds that the Jews might be peacefully convinced to accept the Tsar’s proposal, and dispatched Lilienthal for this purpose. If the Jews were to reject him, said Lilienthal to R. Izeleh, he was afraid of the terrible consequences that would result. Faced with such pressure, R. Izeleh was forced to agree to help him and galvanized support in other communities for his efforts.94

Based on all the evidence available, it seems fair to conclude that although R. Izeleh did have an openness to secular studies, it is highly unlikely that he or any rosh yeshiva in the first half of the nineteenth century would have advocated the kinds of educational reforms proposed by Lilienthal. He may have personally expressed an interest in extra-Talmudic matters, but it is almost inconceivable to believe that he would have had any part in compromising the traditional mode of learning in public Torah institutions. I see no evidence to support the conclusion that R. Izeleh “was much more positively inclined to some of their (i.e., Haskalah’s) suggestions on educational reform.”95 As we shall see in the case of the Neziv, and as I argued earlier in the case of R. Hayyim, personal openness on the part of a rosh yeshiva to some sort of secular culture is very far removed from formally introducing this openness into the curriculum of his school. Although quite striking in its own right, citing Mendelssohn’s Bi’ur in a Humash shuir is very different than devoting parts of the school day to studying Russian language or literature. In all likelihood, R. Izeleh decided to support Lilienthal and joined the government-sponsored rabbinical conference out of fear that a refusal to do so would result in even greater calamities for Russian Jews and a hope that through his participation he could influence its outcome.96
Yet, although his own interest in secular culture seems to have been developed very privately (for it was only after he died that Polish books were discovered in his library\textsuperscript{97}), R. Izeleh did have a reputation for being more “open” in his lifetime. There is no reason to deny that Lilienthal was telling the truth when he reported that R. Izeleh told him, “You must not suppose, doctor, that all the Jews are putting implicit confidence in my views. They suspect me of leaning towards some reform, of favoring the schemes of the government. I have a great many enemies, though they do not dare to avow their animosity openly.”\textsuperscript{98}

Although he went on to attribute this to the fact that, “they envy my position as chief of this Jeshibah,” perhaps it was also due to a more fundamental opposition to his open and moderate world-view. This could, perhaps, also explain why enrollment in Volozhin decreased during his tenure as rosh yeshiva. The standard explanation given is that his communal involvements forced him to spend too much time away from it.\textsuperscript{99} Perhaps a more basic consideration was operative here as well. Traditional yeshiva boys may have expressed their disagreement with R. Izeleh’s overall hashkafah and, although they knew he would never formally tamper with the yeshiva’s traditional curriculum, decided they would feel more religiously comfortable elsewhere.\textsuperscript{100}

This kind of extra-Talmudic openness found in R. Izeleh is even more pronounced in the case of his son-in-law, the Neziv. First of all, in his younger years he was interested in the kinds of rabbinic texts not normally studied in traditional yeshiva circles and he wrote book-length commentaries on the Bible (entitled Ha’amek Davar), the She’iltot de-R. Ahaï Gaon (entitled Ha’amek She’elot) and on the Sifri (published posthumously as ‘Emek ha-Neziv).\textsuperscript{101} Following in the footsteps of his two great predecessors, R. Hayyim and R. Izeleh, he delivered a Humash shiur after services every morning.\textsuperscript{102} Even more significant was his methodology, which included textual criticism of the Talmud and rishonim, use of manuscripts to determine the correct text and, in general, reflected a keen historical sensitivity.\textsuperscript{103}

His nephew, R. Baruhk Epstein, called special attention to his unusual knowledge of the Hebrew language.

לבר נגל 리ודנה ה.יו לקהל בו אם השגמם יושבאנאול בבל וודו וייסכ דמז. כנתקים, רמקל קר. עטימיס תמקה זורד ישרים הלשון התשומת הוסר מחור. ומסימת לשוון דקיה. זרהון ושבפשתוניו זכר בלול עון מוות.\textsuperscript{104}

His son, R. Meir Berlin (Bar-Ilan), recorded how he avidly read newspapers:

לא企业提供 על ויין, אבל עתביה קריא ורב, כל המ כאן ילשכ. כשבתולודק
“ отказו, רומניין, לא את כל המ יהודואрам בולדרכו מהרבה עפוגמה בלשון. וכלה
מפשא הוא יפהשלשם של שותה, והו אצא ולעמדיס על בר, שואיש אל קית מומ
גולך צוחק, קודי שוטר על בני. זוז הוא מסל, שמומיה לוקרא עתוק בשמנה.
The Neziv also felt that it was very important to know Russian. His son continued:

This openness on the part of the Neziv to Haskalah was also clearly acknowledged by his son. He wrote:

In a brief biography of the Neziv by R. Abraham Isaac ha-Kohen Kook, he wrote:

In one of his histories of Volozhin, M. Y. Berdyczewski noted that:

In defense of the Neziv who was attacked for his narrowmindedness, Alexander Zederbaum, the editor of ha-Melitz, wrote:

In fact, it is very interesting that the Neziv had high regard for Max Lilienthal, and felt that his father-in-law and others unfairly suspected him of being simply a front for the Russian government’s effort to assimilate and even convert the Jews. The Neziv met Lilienthal personally during the latter’s trip to Volozhin in 1842 and was the only other person present when Lilienthal and R. Izeleh met privately to discuss the government’s plan. His nephew, R. Barukh Epstein, wrote:
After telling the story of R. Izeleh’s Kol Nidre sermon cited above, R. Epstein concluded in his uncle’s name:

However, while unusually open to all kinds of extra-Talmudic literature, the Neziv strongly felt that none of this should come at the expense of Talmud Torah. His son wrote:

As a result, the Neziv was totally and unalterably opposed to officially allowing secular studies into his beloved yeshiva because it was clear to him that devoting part of the day to secular studies would invariably have a detrimental affect on the students’ study of Torah. It was one thing to favor pursuing secular knowledge “at a time which is neither day nor night”; it was quite another to formally integrate it into the yeshiva’s official curriculum. He made his position very clear in a letter to Zederbaum where he wrote, in no uncertain terms:

This idea is also reflected in one of his most famous responsa written in reaction to an essay in the periodical Mahzikei ba-Dat about “right,” “left” and “center” orthodoxy:

When asked by M. Y. Berdyczewski why he was opposed to the current efforts at educational reform in his yeshiva, the Neziv replied:

Anything that led to bittul Torah had to be totally and utterly rejected, even if that activity, per se, was not intrinsically offensive or prohibited. This is reflected in a number of decisions of the Neziv:
1. He closed a separate society devoted to studying “hokhmat yisra’el” that had been founded by some students in the yeshiva. In discussing the short-lived history of this group, M. Y. Berdyczewski noted that although “Haskalah is permitted in Volozhin and the rosh yeshiva does not object to it a great deal, he does not consider it appropriate to establish a society for it.”

2. He outlawed all newspapers and journals in the yeshiva,

 אל מ发展空间 קצאר וכתוביםCKET לשל יידיש ממלמדים בברותר. הלאלו וירק
מסת בוסט תרורר... הז וודר י וו מודיר לעפש הלכי חתניילש ביבר

For the same reason he did not allow the students to publish their own newspapers or Torah journal.

3. Although very active in the Hibbat Zion movement, the Neziv would have outlawed any Zionist society in the yeshiva had he known about it. Israel Klausner noted that the Neziv would never permit his students to neglect Torah study in order to spend time even on a cause so close to his heart like yishuv Erez Yisra’el. As a result, both such societies which existed in the yeshiva in the second half of the 1880’s and beginning of the 1890’s, Nes Ziyonah and Nezah Yisra’el, had to function clandestinely. After the first group was forced to disband in 1890 because the government had reason to suspect it of disloyalty, the Neziv told its secretary that such a society did not belong in Volozhin because, “one does not suspend Torah study for the sake of a mitzvah that can be done by others.”

4. He even did not allow the yeshiva students to stop their learning in order to recite Tchillim on behalf of his very sick wife, so as not to cause bittul Torah.

5. For this reason he is also purported to have opposed the efforts of R. Izaleh Peterburger to institute the study of mussar in Volozhin.

After having been successful at maintaining the existence of his yeshiva for close to four decades in the face of enormous financial and ideological pressures, things began to unravel for the Neziv at the end of the 1880’s. A number of factors combined to weaken his hold over his beloved institution, ultimately resulting in its closing in the Winter of 1892.

The increasing independence and assertiveness of an ever-growing student body made life extremely difficult for the Neziv on a number of different occasions. First of all, a great deal of sentiment began to be expressed in opposition to his wife who had been taking a more active role in the yeshiva’s affairs. Students resented her increased involvement and some vented their anger in most disrespectful ways.
Much more serious was the economic crisis which came to a head in 1891. That year was a leap year and the yeshiva did not have enough money for the students’ stipends for the extra month. Tensions ran high and when one of the yeshiva’s custodians embarrassed some of the students, a veritable riot broke out in the bet midrash. In his memoirs, the Neziv’s son, who was then a young boy studying in the yeshiva, described the scene:

The repercussions of this event were felt both within the yeshiva and without it and, once again, led to serious concerns about the future viability of the institution. The Neziv did all he could to maintain its existence, pacifying many of his students and travelling regularly to Vilna, and even on occasion to St. Petersburg, to prevail upon the secular authorities to continue to look with favor upon his yeshiva. But he found the pace and the pressure too taxing and decided at that point to finally carry out his life-long dream of settling in the land of Israel. He made plans to leave Volozhin and appointed his oldest son, R. Hayyim Berlin, in his place.

It was this desire on the part of the Neziv which aroused the greatest ire and indignation of the student body. At that time, R. Hayyim Sloveitchik had been saying shiurim in the yeshiva together with the Neziv and many students felt that he was more qualified than R. Hayyim Berlin to assume the position of rosh yeshiva. The Neziv’s insistence upon appointing his son met with great opposition and, once again, a number of his students made life very difficult for him:
This struggle over who would succeed the Neziv was so intense and so sapped the strength of the yeshiva that some considered it to be the cause of its closing almost a year later. However, the key factor responsible for that event was the Russian government’s insistence that secular studies be introduced formally into the yeshiva’s curriculum. As mentioned above, the Russian maskilim and the secular government had long advocated such a change but they both had been successfully held off for decades by the tenacious and intensive efforts of the Neziv. However, by the end of the penultimate decade of the nineteenth century, they began to gain the upper hand and forced their will on a most reluctant, tired and saddened rosh yeshiva.

In February, 1887, thirteen rabbis were called to St. Petersburg to discuss the matter of instituting secular studies in the hadarim and yeshivot of Russia. Among those who attended this meeting were the Neziv, R. Yosef Dov Halevi Soloveitchik, then in Brisk, R. Yitzhak Elhanan Spektor of Kovno, and R. Yitzhak Ya’akov Reines of Riga. Their
three weeks of deliberations resulted in a formal document, dated March 1, 1887, which clearly stated that every yeshiva is obliged to hire a teacher for instruction in spoken and written Russian, and that a separate building should be made available near the yeshiva where such instruction would take place. However, only these limited subjects would be taught and only from books acceptable to the rosh yeshiva; no “free-thinking” works or novels would be allowed, nor would the teacher be permitted to engage his students in any conversations about them. The first three signatories to the document were “Yizhak Elhanan Spektor mi-Kovno,” “Yosef Dovber Halevi Soloveitchik” and “Naftali Zevi Yehudah Berlin mi-Volozhin.”

In a lead editorial written two months later in ha-Meliẓ, its editor Alexander Zederbaum correctly noted that the permission granted by these rabbis to include secular studies in the curriculum of the religious schools did not reflect their true feelings on the matter:

In fact, even a year and a half later, the Neziv still adamantly refused to implement this agreement in his own yeshiva. In a discussion with a visitor in the winter of 1888–89, he insisted that he would never allow the teaching of Russian in Volozhin. He gave his guest a lesson in bitahon (faith) and told him that even if such a decision would result in the yeshiva being forced to close, he was not concerned because he was confident that it would reopen shortly thereafter.

Nevertheless, some time later, the Neziv was forced to relent and even he allowed the introduction of secular studies in Volozhin, albeit on a very limited basis.

He had already conceptually adumbrated such a policy a number of years earlier in his celebrated responsa already cited. There he wrote:

Although there is no question that the Neziv never intended to adopt this policy in his own beloved yeshiva, the time came when he was forced to do so. The story is told, with all its pain and poignancy, by his son:
A Gentile teacher was found and a room was set aside on the ground floor of the yeshiva for this purpose. There even was a picture of Czar Alexander III on the wall of that room.

However, none of the students wanted to attend these classes, considering them a waste of precious time better spent on Torah studies. When the instructor came to teach his class, he would find no one in the classroom. Afraid that the authorities would discover this and react harshly towards the yeshiva, the Neziv,

There is other evidence as well for the formal study of Russian literature in the yeshiva. The son of a student who was there at the time wrote that:

However, government leaders together with their cohorts among the maskilim continued their pressure to force secular studies into Volozhin on a more widespread scale, and the Neziv’s reluctant compromise and valiant efforts to keep his yeshiva alive were no longer able to stem the tide. On December 22, 1891, the Russian government ordered the yeshiva to conform to a very comprehensive set of rules which governed all aspects of the yeshiva’s existence, including its curriculum, student body, teaching staff and administration. Of the dozens of regulations, four
were most critical and serious: (1) secular studies were to take place daily between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. (#6a); (2) no more than ten hours a day could be spent studying (#6b); (3) there was to be no studying at all at night (#6c); (4) the members of the administration and teachers all had to be able to speak Russian and hold a diploma testifying to their knowledge of some secular subjects (#2, 27).¹⁴⁰ No longer were secular studies in Volozhin simply a matter involving only the fifty best students for two hours at the end of the day, but it was to transform the entire character of the yeshiva. The bulk of the day was to be spent on secular studies and only a few hours could be devoted to Torah, with virtually none at all during the winter season when the day was very short.¹⁴¹ It was obviously impossible for the Neziv to agree to such extreme demands. He said, as reported by his nephew, R. Barukh Epstein,

The end was near, and it came some ten weeks later. On Wednesday morning, February 3, 1892, Russian authorities entered the yeshiva and ordered all the students to leave. The sad and tragic scene was later described as follows:

Another description noted that:

- ¹⁴³ Another description noted that:
- ¹⁴⁴ Another description noted that:
- ¹⁴⁵ Another description noted that:
- ¹⁴⁶ Another description noted that:
- ¹⁴⁷ Another description noted that:
Ultimately the yeshiva closed over the issue of secular studies. Because it was clear that the Neziv did not want any secular studies in Volozhin, events developed that ultimately led to its close by the Russian authorities. Perhaps aware of the fact that his attempt at a compromise ended in failure, he warned his son on the day before he died never to allow any secular studies in his beloved institution.\textsuperscript{145}

After close to ninety years of serving as the premier Torah institution in Eastern Europe, if not the world, the Volozhin yeshiva was no longer. Some recalled that when they passed by the now empty and darkened yeshiva building in the middle of the night “they heard like a soft voice crying and wailing.”\textsuperscript{146} Although the yeshiva did reopen some years later, it never regained its former position of supreme prominence in the yeshiva world. New centers of Torah learning sprang up in other cities like Mir, Telshi, Slobodka, Radin, Kletsk, Slonim, Kamienoz, Lublin and Novardok. Although eclipsed by these other yeshivot after 1892, Volozhin remained the model for them all and its powerful influence is felt even today, almost a full century later.

I would like to end with a “concluding unscientific postscript,” to borrow the title of a work by Kierkegaard. The discipline of history was never a priority for great Torah scholars. In his \textit{haskamah} to R. Judah ha-Levi Lifshitz’s \textit{Sefer Dor Yesharim}, R. Hayyim Ozer Grodzenski noted that:

\textit{נודל תורתם מתא הפּתִלָם לא שמך ולידך נני оригיך ורימו לכל ישיאל... יא תוכחה מסמר מולדת ורウォ מים ישלם מחיי הרב. רוויי רדויות וארעותים והחдарות והאוחרות אדם קדמיה והימים לה ומתה ומעידה מותי لاון ומתחאר אחרים ירים נ والله אculo אtraî נפשו ומי שך קדמיה.
}

ל узнוהם ורחביהם ויה הכהן.

I would like to end with a “concluding unscientific postscript,” to borrow the title of a work by Kierkegaard. The discipline of history was never a priority for great Torah scholars. In his \textit{haskamah} to R. Judah ha-Levi Lifshitz’s \textit{Sefer Dor Yesharim}, R. Hayyim Ozer Grodzenski noted that:

Torah scholars of old did not devote their attention to delving deeply into a knowledge of Jewish history, even to write the biographies of the great scholars of Israel of each generation. Behold, the words of our earlier and later scholars are alive and preserved in the mouths of bearers of Torah. . . .”\textit{We do not build monuments to the righteous; their words are their memorials.”}

Even the few great scholars who were involved in history, did so only by chance and in passing. They dedicated their choicest time to the knowledge of Torah whose measure is broader than the earth and deeper than the sea. They placed all their concentration upon all its areas and from there drew also their knowledge of history. They analyzed in depth the words of our rabbinic masters, not their history or the places of their dwelling.\textsuperscript{147}
In a recently published essay, Rabbi Shimon Schwab justified this neglect of history on positive ideological grounds rather than simply considering it as reflecting an avoidance of bittul Torah. His comments are remarkable and deserve being cited in detail:

There is a vast difference between history and storytelling. History must be truthful, otherwise it does not deserve its name. A book of history must report the bad with the good, the ugly with the beautiful, the difficulties and the victories, the guilt and the virtue. Since it is supposed to be truthful, it cannot spare the righteous if he fails, and it cannot skip the virtues of the villain. For such is truth, all is told the way it happened. Only a נושאר mandated by his Divine calling has the ability to report history as it really happened, unbiased and without prejudice.

Suppose one of us today would want to write a history of Orthodox Jewish life in pre-holocaust Germany. There is much to report but not everything is complimentary. Not all of the important people were flawless as one would like to believe and not all the mores and lifestyles of this bygone generation were beyond criticism. An historian has no right to take sides. He must report the stark truth and nothing but the truth. Now, if an historian would report truthfully what he witnessed, it would make a lot of people rightfully angry. He would violate the prohibition against spreading לוחות החרות which does not only apply to the living, but also to those who sleep in the dust and cannot defend themselves any more.

What ethical purpose is served by preserving a realistic historic picture? Nothing but the satisfaction of curiosity. We should tell ourselves and our children the good memories of the good people, their unshakeable faith, their staunch defense of tradition, their life of truth, their impeccable honesty, their boundless charity and their great reverence for Torah and Torah sages. What is gained by pointing out their inadequacies and their contradictions? We want to be inspired by their example and learn from their experience.

When Noach became intoxicated, his two sons Shem and Japhet, took a blanket and walked into his tent backwards to cover the nakedness of their father. Their desire was to always remember their father as the Tzaddik Tomim in spite of his momentary weakness. Rather than write the history of our forebears, every generation has to put a veil over the human failings of its elders and glorify all the rest which is great and beautiful. That means we have to do without a real history book. We can do without. We do not need realism, we need inspiration from our forefathers in order to pass it on to posterity.\footnote{148}

It is interesting that Rabbi Schwab does not deny that “important people” and “good people” have failings and inadequacies. Rather, he suggests that they are best overlooked and forgotten.

However, even this remarkable argument (which merits its own analysis) explains only the neglect and disregard of history; it does not justify the distorting of history. While it may explain why one should not write
about the past, it does not justify distorting the past when one does write about it. Inventing the past is as foolish as foretelling the future, but more scandalous.

This point was made forcefully and tellingly by Rabbi Joseph Elias in a review article written over twenty years ago. He wrote:

... the later history of the Jew can help most significantly toward a proper understanding of our sacred heritage and of our duty here and now. Through it we can convey to our youth the principles which underlie and emerge from our past, and their application to the problems and issues of our time. Let it be well understood however: we must see the present in the light of the past and not, reversely, project the passing ideas of the day, its confusions and uncertainties, into the past. ... If he (i.e., "the Torah historian") permits his values and judgements to be subject to the influence of his age, he will arrive at a distorted picture of both the Torah world and the secular world—and he will even project these distortions into that past from which he could have learned the truth.149

This is exactly the issue at stake here. There is absolutely no doubt whatsoever that the Neziv allowed secular studies in Volozhin. There is also no doubt whatsoever that he did so entirely against his will, when circumstances totally beyond his control forced him, "as if compelled by a demon," to do so. The assertion of the executive director of the Lakewood Cheder School that, with regard to this specific matter, My Uncle the Netziv "does not correctly portray the Netziv, his hashkofos, kedusha, and yiras shamayim as related to us by his revered talmidim, the ones who knew him best" is utterly unfounded and reflects nothing more than the projection of the present onto the past. To recall a book, and censor R. Barukh Halevi Epstein’s Mekor Barukh on these grounds, if indeed these were the grounds, is wrong. On the contrary, R. Epstein’s portrayal of the Neziv is totally accurate. The greatness of this outstanding gadol ba-Torah and his heroic devotion to his beloved yeshiva are not diminished one iota by presenting the true story of the closing of Volozhin with all its pain, passion and poignant.150

NOTES

My thanks to Dr. Michael Stanislawski and Dr. Shnayer Z. Leiman for carefully reading this article and for their many helpful suggestions.

1. See Moshe Dombey, My Uncle the Netziv (New York, 1988), 90–91. For the original, see Rabbi Barukh Halevi Epstein, Mekor Barukh (Vilna, 1928; reprinted New York, 1954), IV, 1794–95:
See also *My Uncle, ibid.*, 87: “My uncle said kiddush, had a piece of cake, and then discussed important Jewish issues that he had come across in that week’s newspapers.” This is an incorrect rendition of the original Hebrew which states that he actually read the newspaper on Shabbat morning:

Anir shekendor ve Hayyim, hal 5, 5, 73. See *Mekor Barukh*, ibid., 1772–73. This, in contrast to the Rashba who was engaged with others in the process of his Torah study and therefore his works were clear, correct and without error.


5. Before leaving this discussion it is interesting to note that the translator himself engaged in some censorship, simply skipping over very significant words when he was uncomfortable with them. For example, in describing the learned first wife of the Neziv, Rebbein Rayna Barya, the daughter of R. Izehel Volezahner and granddaughter of R. Hayyim, Rabbi Epstein described her as follows:

A comment should be made here regarding the words of the Neziv in his book *Tishrei Tov* which state that he was very interested in the study of the Talmud, even when not in the kitchen. The translation of his words is as follows:


The following is M. Dombey’s “translation” of this passage:

It was her habit to sit by the oven in the kitchen—even in the summertime—next to a table piled high with seforim. These included a *Tanach*, *Ein Yaakov*, various midrashim, Menorah HaMaor, *Kav HaYashar*, *Tsemach Dovid*, *Shemot Yehudah*, and many other books of this nature. Much of her time and attention were dedicated to pouring over these books, which interested her far more than running a household.

See *My Uncle*, 156. Clearly conspicuous by its absence is R. Epstein’s assertion that his aunt studied *Torah she-ha’al peh*, i.e., Mishnayot and “Sifrei Aggadah.” Dombey also left out her complaints that women play only a secondary role in Judaism, cited by R. Epstein, loc. cit.

Parenthetically it is interesting to note that Moshe Dombey and N. T. Erolin continued publishing English renditions of the *Mekor Barukh*. Their rendition of the first volume of that work appeared in 1989 as *Recollections*, this time printed by Targum Press in Southfield, Michigan.

6. See Aharon Suraski, *Toledot ha-Himukh ha-Torani bi-Tekufah ha-Hadashah* (Bnei Brak, 1967), 290, n. 9; *idem.*, *Marbizei Torah u-Mussar* (Tel Aviv, 1976), I, 45–46. Suraski notes in both places that the original of the will was found in the possession of the late R. Aryeh Levin of Jerusalem. I do not know if it was ever printed in full. For the earliest printing of this passage, see the “Yalkut Da’at Torah” appendix to R. Elhanan Wasserman, *Ikveta di-Mishiba* (1962), 89–90.
The Torah U-Madda Journal

#51. It is taken from a letter written by R. Aryeh Levin in which he notes that R. Hayyim Berlin gave it to him right before he died in 1912 and that he kept it in his possession ever since.

According to Ben-Zion Yadler, *bi-Tow Yeruslayim* (Bnei Brak, 1967), 372–73, R. Hayyim wrote this in a letter shortly before he died so that its contents should be known for posterity. Furthermore, he notes that its authenticity was challenged after R. Hayyim’s death in 1912 and that the Bet Din Zedek of Jerusalem vouched for its legitimacy a little over three years later.

7. This tradition was first recorded in R. Shmuel Grainemez, *Sefer HaFetz Hayyim al ha-Torah* (2nd ed., Bnei Brak, 1953), 251. It is cited by Suraski, *Toledot, ibid.*, 290–91; *Marbiezi, ibid.*, 46–47. Suraski, however, seems to be unsure about an important detail of this tradition. In *Toledot* he reports this conference as having taken place before the Russian government closed the yeshiva; in *Marbiezi* he reports that it took place afterwards. Clearly the first is more logical. See also R. Moshe Meir Yoschor, *be-Hafetz Hayyim* (Tel Aviv, 1958), I, 223–24, who cites this story and its conclusion in the name of the HaFetz Hayyim’s second son-in-law, R. Zevi Hirsch Levinson, who had been a student in Volozhin. See too the English rendering of this work by Charles Wengrow, *The Chafetz Chaim* (New York, 1984), 294–95. It does not appear in the earlier English and Yiddish versions of Yoschor’s book, both published in 1937. See, too, “Yalkut Da’ar Torah, ibid., 109–10, #82. There it is reported in the context of the Hafetz Hayyim refusing to join the non-Zionist delegation to the newly founded Jewish Agency which he was requested to do in order to protect the financial interests of East European yeshivot. Citing this story, the HaFetz Hayyim is said to have demurred, remarking, “Better that all the yeshivot be closed, God forbid, so that I need not have to work together with sinners [רוהם אשמים חס ושלום].”

For a recent restatement of this tradition, see Samuel A. Turk, “Maimonides a Centrist? Hardly,” *The Jewish Press* (March 30, 1990), 22B:

In this article Dr. [Norman] Lamm counts as one of his moderatsonists the late Rabbi Naftali Zvi Yehuda Berlin (known as the Netziv). But Dr. Lamm must be aware of Rabbi Berlin’s heroic struggle against the introduction of secular subjects in his yeshiva. If the Russian government would have gone through with the plan of forcing the Volozhin Yeshiva to introduce secular subjects into their curriculum, he was prepared to close it down.

Remarkably, Dr. Lamm himself recently repeated this assertion. See his *Torah Umadda* (Northvale, 1990), 40:

Perhaps the most dramatic proof of the seriousness with which the Lithuanian yeshivot viewed the incursion of secular learning as a threat to their whole way of life is the decision by the Netziv (Rabbi Naftali Zvi Yehudah Berlin) to close the Yeshiva of Volozhin rather than accept the demand by the Russian Minister of Education, in 1881 [!], to introduce even the most elementary general studies into the curriculum of the yeshiva.

8. See *Mekor Baruh*, *op. cit.*, 1678; My Uncle, *op. cit.*, 13. For a list of the progeny of this union, see Rabbi Meir Berlin (Bar-Ilan), *Rabban shel Yisrael* (New York, 1943), 155–56. For a picture of this second wife of the Netziv, see *idem., mi-Volozhin ad Yeruslayim* (Tel Aviv, 1971), 1, after p. 128; E. Leoni, *op. cit.*, 476.

For 1871 as the year of the death of the Netziv’s first wife, see “Berlin, Naftali Zvi Yehudah (ha-Netziv),” *Enziklopedia shel ha-Zionut ha-Datit* (Jerusalem, 1958), I, 404.

11. Ibid., 1789, 1798, 1979, 2033.
13. Ibid., 1681.
15. Ibid., 1984.

For more on the closeness between R. Epstein and the Neziv during the former’s stay in Volozhin, see S. N. Gottlieb, Oshole Shem (Pinsk, 1912), 103; A. Z. Tarshish, Rabi Barukh Halevi Epstein (Jerusalem, 1967), 71–80.

16. Perhaps the reason is that although R. Epstein received semikhah from his uncle and Rabbi Yosef Hayelev Soloveitchik of Brisk and published a number of seforim, of which the Torah Temimah commentary is the most well known, he served neither as a rish yeshiva or rabbi but rather as an accountant and bank manager in Pinsk. See A. Z. Tarshish, ibid., 81–105; B. Hoffman, ed., Toizens Yor Pinski (New York, 1941), 33–34; Hillel Seidman, “ha-Rav R. Barukh Epstein–Pinsk,” Eleh Ezkerah (New York, 1956), I, 142–49; Aaron Rothkoff, “The Baal Torah Temimah,” Jewish Life XXXVIII:3 (January–February, 1971), 54–59; below, p. 92.

It is also important to note that serious charges of plagiarism and even textual distortion were leveled against R. Epstein in his Torah Temimah commentary. See, for example, Natan Ze’ev Friedman, “‘Al ‘Torah Temimah,’” Sinai LVIII (1963), 85–90; for a list of fifty such examples, Ya’akov Bazak, “‘Al Derekh Ketivat ‘Torah Temimah,’” Sinai LXVI (1969), 96–100. For an especially sharp attack, see R. Menahem M. Kashem, Torah Shelemonah XXVI (1974), 235–301. My thanks to Mr. Ali Scharf for bringing these sources to my attention.

R. Epstein also claimed that many “bakhmei yissar el, ge’onei ha-Torah, [and] gedolei ha-dor” read the work and were very impressed with it. He also printed part of a hashkamah to it written by Rabbi A. Y. Kook. See R. Epstein’s introduction to the work, pp. 14–15.

For a picture of the cleanshaven (?) R. Epstein together with other rabbis at the installation of Rabbi Eliezer Silver in Springfield, Massachusetts in 1925, see Aaron Rothkoff, Bernard Revel: Building of American Jewish Orthodoxy (Philadelphia, 1972), 152.

17. For studies of the Volozhin Yeshiva in general, see Samuel K. Mirsky, “Yeshivat Volozhin,” Mosdor Torah bi-Eyropa bi-Binyanam a-se-Hurbanam (New York, 1956), 1–86; E. Levi, op. cit. (n. 3); Moshe Zinowitz, ’Et Hayyim (Tel Aviv, 1972). Most useful is Shaul Stamper, Shalosh Yeshivot Lita’ot bi-Me’ah ha-Tesha’-Esre (Hebrew University dissertation, 1981), 9–131, 235–92. For a discussion of R. Hayyim’s motivation(s) behind the founding of the yeshiva (e.g., following the mandate of his teacher, the Gaon of Vilna; as an anti-Hasidic action; to counteract the low state of Torah study in his day), see S. Stamper, ibid., 12–20 and the sources cited there.

My thanks to Dr. Yosef Burg for making his copy of Zinowitz’s book available to me.

R. Yosef was the author of Kapot Zabav (Vilna and Grodno, 1836) and was the uncle of R. Zadok ha-Kohen of Lublin.

19. The letter was printed in ha-Petel 11 (1902), 293. See also M. S. Shmukler, ibid., 59.

20. See M. S. Shmukler, ibid., 63-64; Yaakov Halevi Lifshitz, “Dor ve-Sofera,” ha-Kerem (Warsaw, 1887), 180. For a list of R. Hayyim's students and their impact on nineteenth-century Jewry, see M. Zinowitz, op. cit., 98-177.

21. R. David Tevel, Sefer Bet David (Warsaw, 1854), Derush #9, 45b. See also the eulogy of R. David of Novavedek, Sefer Galya Masekhlet (Vilna, 1844), II, 33b.

For other contemporary assessments of R. Hayyim's achievements, see the approximations to his Nefesh ha-Hayyim.

For a description of the yeshiva in the days of R. Hayyim, see S. K. Mirsky op. cit., 1-30; M. Zinowitz, op. cit., 321; E. Leoni, op. cit., 82-98; S. Stammaier, op. cit., 9-30.


For more on various aspects of R. Hayyim’s thought and behavior, see below.

22. See R. Izeleh’s introduction to his father’s Nefesh ha-Hayyim (Vilna, 1874), 4b.

24. R. Eliezer Yizhak was the son of R. Hillel of Horodno who, in turn, was the son-in-law of R. Hayyim. A number of his responsa (together with some by R. Hayyim and R. Hillel) were published by his son, R. Hayyim Hillel Friedman, in She’elot u-Teshuqot Ha’t ha-Meshubash (Vilna, 1882).
For more information on R. Eliezer Yizhak and the yeshiva under his leadership, see S. K. Mirsky, ibid., 34–38; M. Zinowitz, ibid., 209–18; S. Stampfer, ibid., 37–39.

25. Studies of the Neziv, which include much information about the Volozhin yeshiva during his tenure, include: R. Barukh Halevi Epstein, Mekor Barukh, op. cit., 1677–2039; Meir Berlin (Bar-Ilan), Rabban shel Yisra‘el, op. cit. (n. 8); idem., mi-Volozhin ‘ad Yerushalayim, op. cit. (n. 8), I, 81–196; Moshe Zevi Neriah, “ha-Neziv mi-Volozhin,” Yehadut Lita I (1959), 365–69; Zvi Scharfstein, Gedolei Hinekh bi-Amenu, op. cit. (n. 18), 57–67; R. Shlomoh Yosef Zevi, Ishim ve-Shitot (Tel Aviv, 1966), 9–37.

For information about the yeshiva under the Neziv’s leadership, see S. K. Mirsky, ibid., 39–82; M. Zinowitz, ibid., 221f.; E. Leoni, op. cit., 112f.; S. Stampfer, ibid., 39–131.


27. For information about the Haskalah in Russia throughout the nineteenth century, see Jacob S. Raisin, The Haskalah Movement in Russia (Philadelphia, 1913); Menasheh G. Margulis, Dor ha-Haskalah be-Russiya (Vilna, 1910), an expurgated Hebrew version of a previously published Russian work; Josef Meisel, Geschichte der Aufklärungs-bewegung unter der Juden in Russland (Berlin, 1919); Yisrael Zinberg, Toledot Sifrut Yisra‘el (Tel Aviv, 1960), VI, 153f.; VII (Tel Aviv, 1971), 17f.; Yosef Klausner, Historyiah shel ha-Sifrut ha-Ivrit ha-Hadashah (Jerusalem, 1930–50); Elias Tchererhower, Yehudim be-Itoh Mahatpekh (Tel Aviv, 1957); Yehuda Slutsky, “Zemirotah shel ha-Intelegenziyah ha-Yehudit-Russis”; Zion XXV (1960), 212–37; idem., “Sikkum ‘Agum,” be-Avar XIX (1972), 5–19.


For the history of the Society of the Promotion of Culture Among the Jews of Russia, see Judah (Leon) Rosenthal, Toledot Hovevat Marbe Yishkalah bi-Yisra‘el.
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bi-‘Erez Russyah I (St. Petersburg, 1885); II (St. Petersburg, 1890); Encyclopedia Judaica XV (1972), 58–62.


29. See M. Stanislawski, Tsar Nicholas I, op. cit., 35–42.


31. See Azriel Shoahat, Mossad “ha-Rabbahat mi-Ta’am” be-Russyah, op. cit.; Isaac Levitats, The Jewish Community in Russia, 1772–1884 (New York, 1943), 147–62.


33. For the shared interest of the maskilim and the Russian government, see Gideon Kassnelson, ha-Milkhamah ha-Sifrut ben ha-Haredim ve-ha-Maskilim (Tel Aviv, 1954), 168.

34. For a treatment of the attitude of maskilim towards the yeshiva, see Moshe Avital, ha-Yeshiva ve-ha-Hinukh ha-Mesorati bi-Sifrut ha-Haskalah ha-Ivrit (unpublished doctoral dissertation: Yeshiva University, 1977).

35. See Y. Klausner, op. cit. (n. 27), V (Jerusalem, 1955), index; Abraham Sha’an, ha-Sifrut ha-Ivrit ha-Hadashah le-Zeramehah (Tel Aviv, 1962), II, 44–47; EJ VII (1971), 1366–68.


39. Aref (= Alexander Zederbaum), “Ha-Herev ha-Mithaplehet,” ha-Melit XV:28 (July 15, 1879), 559–63. This incident was first reported in ha-Melit XV:25 (June 24, 1879), 503–40. There too Zederbaum had only words of praise for the yeshiva.


41. “Yeshivah shel Ma‘alah,” ha-Melit XVI:36 (December 21, 1880), 743–48. The subjects that Zederbaum suggested be included in the yeshiva’s curriculum as absolutely indispensable for a successful rabbi were Jewish and Russian history and language, Jewish philosophy, mathematics, and geography.


43. “Yeshivah shel Ma‘alah,” ha-Melit XXV:9 (February 13, 1885), 137–40.

In the interim, Zederbaum denied a published report that the Neziv grabbed a copy of ha-Melit out of the hands of a student, “as the Angel of Death [grabs]
soul” and consigned it to flames as a fulfillment of the biblical injunction of “and you shall sweep out evil from your midst” (Deut. 13:6). He wrote: “I am not the only one who considered the death of people in Nekiyot to mean a fulfillment of the prophecy, and claimed that he would consider the report untrue until verified by another source. See ha-Meliz XIX:61 (August 20, 1883), 977–78. A few weeks later Zederbaum published a report which stated that although the Neziv did not outlaw ha-Meliz in the yeshiva, he never burned a copy of it. See ha-Meliz XIX:69 (September 17, 1883), 1108–09. See also Menahem Mendel Bonimoviz, “Masa Volozhin,” ha-Meliz XXV:68 (September 21, 1885), 1097–98.

43. See ha-Meliz XXV:10 (February 16, 1885), 139; XXVI:32 (May 7, 1886), 497; XXVI:40 (June 4, 1886), 623–24; XXVI:55 (July 19, 1886), 837; XXVI:105 (September 14, 1886), 1360–61; XXVI:125 (October 11, 1886), 1573.

44. See too ha-Meliz XXVI:149 (November 18, 1886), 1826–27 for a letter of the Neziv thanking the publishers of ha-Meliz for a donation he recently received from them and idem., XXVI:151 (November 21, 1886), 1849–50 for another list submitted by the Neziv of people who recently made donations to the yeshiva.

45. For more on the fire in Volozhin, see E. Leoni, op. cit., 59–60, 68, 114; M. Zinowitz, op. cit., 268–69.

The fact that the rosh yeshiva of Volozhin did not refrain from publishing in the pages of a Haskalah newspaper (specifically his request for assistance from American Jewry), coupled with a desire expressed by Leon Rosenthal, leader of the Society for the Promotion of Culture Among the Jews of Russia, to direct the Society’s attention back towards traditional texts and sources encouraged some maskilim to suggest a collaboration between these two institutions. They suggested that the Society should found a school in Volozhin which could teach the yeshiva students all the secular knowledge they would need to know in a short period of time. In this way, a graduate from both institutions could serve in the dual capacities of a traditional rabbi as well as an official crown rabbi (“rai mi-ta’am”). See Shlomoh Mandelkorn, “Rehukim Na’asu Kerovim,” Ḥoẓar ha-Sifrut II (1888), 41–44.

46. For Berdyczewski and Volozhin, see Yeshurun Keshet, M. Y. Berdyczewski (bin Guriyt): Hayayov u-Po’olo (Jerusalem, 1958), 53–59. See also M. Zinowitz, ibid., 320. His general criticism of the traditional educational system combined with a personal nostalgia for Volozhin is described in Moshe Avital, op. cit. (n. 33), 82–93, 235–45.

A student in the (re-opened) Volozhin yeshiva at the end of the century recalled in his memoirs that his colleagues would pass around a volume of Tractate Nedarim which had Berdyczewski’s name printed on it. See Aryeh Leib (Louis) Hurwich, Zikhronot Melaneḥk ‘Iri (Boston, 1960), I, 114.

47. M. Y. Berdyczewski, “Toledot Yeshivat ‘Et Hayyim,” ha-‘Asif III (1886), 231–42. It is interesting to note that the Neziv’s son, R. Hayyim Berlin, wrote Berdyczewski to correct two statements he made in this article. R. Berlin’s comments were printed in another journal edited by Berdyczewski, Bet ha-Midrash I (Cracow, 1888), 72–73.

48. Idem., “ ‘Olam ha-Azilut,” ha-Kerem (Warsaw, 1887), 63–77. Eliezer Atlas, the editor of ha-Kerem, followed this article with one of his own in which he defended the yeshiva from any criticism. See “ ‘Olam Baru,” ibid., 77–82. He wrote.

49. See p. 79.

For a literary analysis of the short-story part of this article, see Dan Almog, Aspects of the Narrative of Micha Yosef Berdichevsky (Bin Goriqen) (unpublished doctoral dissertation: University of California, Los Angeles, 1968), 51–56.
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47. See Bar-be-Rav, "Zeror Miktavim," ha-Meliz XXVIII:19 (February 5, 1888), 183–85; XXVIII:30 (February 17, 1888), 303–07; XXVIII:53 (March 16, 1888), 541–44; XXVIII:56 (March 20, 1888), 573–74. For evidence of the impact these articles had on the student body in Volozhin, see Joshua Leib Radus, Zikronot (Johannesburg, 1936), 68–69.

For an incomplete list of articles in ha-Meliz dealing with the yeshiva in Volozhin, see E. Leoni, op. cit., 173–79. See too M. Zinowitz, op. cit., 318–19.


49. There is no evidence for the attempted closings of the yeshiva in 1824, 1856 and 1858 in Jewish sources, probably because it, in fact, continued to function without any interruption. All information on these events is available only in Russian archival sources, printed by Iulii Gessen (= J. Hessen), "Sud’by Volozhinskogo Eshibora" [The Fortunes of the Volozhin Yeshiva], Perepichki 1 (1908), documentary section, 19–22 and summarized by S. Stampfer, op. cit., 34, 117–19. There is no evidence at all that the yeshiva actually closed between 1879–1881. As suggested by J. S. Rasin, op. cit., 254 and J. D. Eisenstein, Ozar Yisrael V (New York, 1951), 235.

50. After 1879, Russian officials paid yearly visits to the yeshiva. See ha-Asif III, 236; M. M. Bonimovitz, op. cit. (n. 42), 1098; ha-Zefrah XIV:53 (March 16, 1887), 3.


For a discussion of the influence of Haskalah among Volozhin’s students and the yeshiva administration’s reaction to it, see S. Stampfer, op. cit., 74–80, 83–84, 89–91, 93.

52. See Jacob Mark, Gedolim fun unzer Tsayt (New York, 1927), 302. This decision radically affected his personal life. No longer able to live with his wife and her traditional family, he forced her to accept a divorce from him and left town.

However, Harkavy continued to feel a warmth for the yeshiva and, close to thirty years later, when the yeshiva was in danger of closing in 1879, the Neziv travelled to St. Petersburg to ask him to intercede on his behalf with the government and he did. See Binyamin Goldberg, Zikronot le-Abaronim (Grajewo, 1924), 15. He also helped the Neziv obtain a manuscript of the She’ilhot de-R. Ahai Gaon found in the Department of Jewish Literature and Oriental Manuscripts at St. Petersburg’s Imperial Library which he headed. See Moshe Shmuel Shapiro, “R. Nafrali Zevi Yehudah Berlin,” R. Moshe Shmuel ve-Doro, op. cit. (n. 23), 54.


In all likelihood, the R. Shlomo mentioned here is R. Shlomo David Dinkin, the masḥiaḥ in Volozhin referred to above, p. 88. Students in the yeshiva referred to him as “the shed,” (םשת), based on the first letters of his name. See Yitzhak Nissenbaum, ‘Al’ei Heli (Jerusalem, 1969), 45. When the Neziv would leave the yeshiva, R. Shlomo David would substitute for him and deliver the shiur and, after the yeshiva closed in 1892 and the Neziv left Volozhin, the townspeople asked him to serve as their rabbi. He held the post for six and a half years until he died in 1898. See E. Leoni, op. cit., 53; M. Zinowitz, op. cit., 302–03.


56. Fuenn (1818–1890) was a Hebrew writer, teacher, leader of the Hiffbat Zion movement and prominent member of Vilna’s Jewish community. As a more traditional maskil, he enjoyed a close relationship with the Neziv.

Schulman (1819–1899) taught Hebrew language and literature in Vilna’s state-sponsored Jewish school and wrote mostly Hebrew translations and adaptations of historical works which were popular in religious circles. He wrote a nine-volume history of the world based on the work of Georg Weber and other
German historians, entitled *Dvrei Yemei Olam*, and sent seven copies of it to be distributed among the students in Volozhin. See *ha-Shahar* VIII:4 (1876), *op. cit.* (n. 36), 163, n. In the 1830's, he was a student of R. Izeleh's in Volozhin. See K. A. Bartini, "Kalman Shulman," *Yadidat Lita* 1 (1959), 442; S. L. Catron, *Yogei ha-Sifrut ha-Te'irat ha-Hadoshah* (Vilna, 1922), I, 143–44.

57. M. Y. Berdyczewski, "*Olam ha-'Azilut,*" *op. cit.* (n. 46), 67–68.

For a similar description of an interest displayed by students in matters of *hokmat yisrael*, see Abba Balshover, "Bialik bi-Volozhin," *Moznayim IV* (1935), 127. A slightly different version of this essay was published as a separate pamphlet, *Hayyim Nahman Bialik bi-Volozhin, u-Volozhin bi-Bialik* (Kaunas = Kovno, 1935). For other evidence that some students read *ha-Shahar*, in spite of its anti-religious animus, see Zalman Epstein, "Yeshivat Volozhin," *ha-Zefrah* (Elul, 1903); reprinted in *Kitvei Zalman Epstein* (St. Petersburg, 1904), I, 119 and M. Zinowitz, *op. cit.*, 318. For Zalman Epstein in Volozhin, see E. Leon, *op. cit.*, 279–81.

In another of his articles on Volozhin discussed above (p. 89), Berdyczewski noted that late at night:

> רימונ ישקיה נא על לוחות וกระบวนה בכפי מסירת חוףף, הז אמצעים משרש ממקו ויצירין, משותה עתיקה ו rawData= "...ויצירין, משותה עתיקה ו..."

רימונ ישקיה נא על לוחות וกระบวนה בכפי מסירת חוףף, הז אמצעים משרש ממקו ויצירין, משותה עתיקה ו rawData= "...ויצירין, משותה עתיקה ו..."

See *ha-Asif* III (1886), 237.

Moses Eleazar Eisenstadt, later author and rabbi in Paris, read (Georg) Weber's general history of the world before going to bed each night. See M. E. Eisenstadt, "Yeshivat Volozhin," *he-Asar* XIV (1967), 162. See also the memoirs of Joseph Rothstein who studied in Volozhin at the end of the 1880's: ונימש עת نطاق ועם ח続け, הז אמצעים משרש ממקו ויצירין, משותה עתיקה ו rawData= "...ויצירין, משותה עתיקה ו..."

Moses Eleazar Eisenstadt, later author and rabbi in Paris, read (Georg) Weber's general history of the world before going to bed each night. See M. E. Eisenstadt, "Yeshivat Volozhin," *he-Asar* XIV (1967), 162. See also the memoirs of Joseph Rothstein who studied in Volozhin at the end of the 1880's: ונימש עת نطاق ועם ח🔔, הז אמצעים משרש ממקו ויצירין, משותה עתيقة ו rawData= "...ויצירין, משותה עתيقة ו..."


58. *ha-Melitz* XXVIII:30 (February 17, 1888), 307.

59. *Ibid.*, 304–5; see below, p. 104. For more information on Haskalah among the students in Volozhin, see *idem.*, *ha-Melitz* XXVIII:19 (February 5, 1888), 183.

60. For a study of these novels and their impact, see David Patterson, *Abraham Mapu* (London, 1964).

61. See E. Z. Lewin-Epstein, *Zikronotai* (Tel Aviv, 1932), 31–32; M. Lipson, *mi-Dor Dor* (Tel Aviv, 1968), I, 42, #963. *Ahavat Zion* was the title of a book written by R. Yechezkel Landau. For similar stories, see *ha-Shahar* VIII:3 (1876), 115 and Y. Nissenbaum, *Alpi Heldi*, *op. cit.* (n. 53), 45, n.

Lewin-Epstein himself came to Volozhin at the age of fourteen after having studied German and Russian. He had already read William Tell of Schiller before entering the yeshiva. As soon as he left Volozhin, he devoted himself to reading Mendelsohn's *Jewish* in the original German and Fichte's *Reden an die deutsche Nation*. See *ibid.*, 26–8, 33.

For other evidence that the novels of Mapu were banned (and read) in Volozhin, see Binyamin Goldberg, *Zikron le-Aharonim, op. cit.*, 6; Y. L. Maimon (Fishman), *Serei ha-Me'ah* (Jerusalem, 1965), V, 197–98.

62. See *ha-Shahar, ibid.*, 115–17; *ha-Melitz* XV:32 (August 12, 1879), 648; B. Goldberg, *op. cit.*, 6, 14.

See too J. S. Raisin, *op. cit.*, 245:

The Tree of Life College in Volozhin became a foster-home of Haskalah. The rendezvous of the brightest Russo-Jewish youths, it was the centre in which grew science and culture, and whence they were disseminated far and wide over the Pale. Hebrew, German, and Russian were surreptitiously studied and taught. Buckle and Spencer, Turgeneff and Tolstoi were secretly passed from hand to hand, and read and studied with avidity.
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According to B. Goldberg, *ibid.*, 14, one student studied Schiller’s *Die Rauber*; another source describes how a student became an expert in Joshua Steinberg’s Hebrew grammatical work, *Ma’arkei Lebnon Ever*. See M. Peker, “bi-Yeshivat Volozhin,” *ha-Tor* (2.7.1924), #40; cited by E. Leoni, *op. cit.*, 262.

63. See *ha-Me’oz* XIX:61 (August 20, 1883), 977; above n. 42.

64. See *ha-Asif* III, 238. See too B. Goldberg, *op. cit.*, 4, for a similar list. He wrote that “the day on which an issue was received was a great holiday” (“yoma taw le-rabbanan”). He also noted that he had never seen a Russian newspaper until he came to Volozhin. At one point, he was discovered reading the *Voskhod* and promised one of the authorities in the yeshiva never to read any newspaper again.

65. See Bialik’s letter to Y. Klauser written in the summer of 1903, printed first in *Sefer Bialik*, ed. by Yaakov Fichmann (Tel Aviv, 1934), 80; reprinted in *Iggerot Hayyim Nahman Bialik*, ed. by F. Lachover (Tel Aviv, 1937), 165. Elsewhere Bialik wrote:

66. *Sefer Bialik*, *ibid.*, 81; *Iggerot*, *ibid.*, 166.


68. See above, n. 66. Nevertheless, Bialik recalled many years later that he did not attend any *shiviv* while in Volozhin, neither that of the Neziv nor that of R. Hayyim Soloveitchik. See H. N. Bialik, *Devarim she-Be’al Peh* (Tel Aviv, 1935), II, 233.

69. “bi-Obel ha-Torah” was published in *Knesset* II (Tel Aviv, 1937), 4–5. It is dated 5650 Elul, V-n (= August–September, 1890, Volozhin).

70. See above, n. 66.

71. For a comprehensive presentation of Bialik’s stay in Volozhin, see Fishel Lachover, *Bialik: Haryav ve-Yesirotav* (Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, 1964), 46–100. See also E. Leoni, *op. cit.*, 31–34.

72. Abba Balozer, “Bialik bi-Volozhin,” *op. cit.* (n. 57), 127, 133. This article is full of information about the state of Haskalah in Volozhin at this time.


74. See R. Judah L. Mainon (Fishman), *Sarei ha-Me’ah*, *op. cit.*, II, 143.

75. Dubno’s book was never published but R. Hayyim’s *haskamah* to it was printed by Shlomo Yosef Fuen, *Sefer Safah Le-Ne’emanim* (Vilna, 1881), 137. It was reprinted by Yizhak Rivkind, “Shevilei Volozhin, Nehirim ve-lo Nehirim,” *ha-Dor* XLII:23 (April 6, 1962), 367.

76. This was cited by R. Avraham Simha, son of R. Hayyim’s brother Nahman, in his approbation to Kalman Schulman’s Hebrew translation of Josephus’ The War of the Jews (Vilna, 1862). Much of the literature on R. Hayyim (see above, n. 21) focuses on the closeness of his relationship with the Gra.

See also Mekor Barukh, op. cit., II, 1168 where R. Epstein records R. Hayyim referring to Mesir Tzvkieh me-mehem be-Keyrat Shalom which he read.


78. For this last point, see E. Etkes, “ha-Gra ve-ha-Haskalah,” op. cit. (n. 26).

79. See M. Lilienthal, “My Travels in Russia,” in David Philipson, Max Lilienthal: American Rabbi (New York, 1915), 344. For more on this visit, see below.

80. M. Berlin, Rabban shel Yisra’el, op. cit. (n. 8), 20.

81. Idem, mi-Volozhin ad Yerushalayim, op. cit. (n. 8), I, 99.

82. ha’Asif III (1886), 235.


ייזחek Rivkind, “mi-Yalkutei ha-Volozhin,” Reshumot V (1927), 379:

נ新闻发布 메-Corcoran יונה להשמע באגג לותר. אחריו מת وزارة קרמצ’ב

See also S. Bielobuzki, op. cit., 221: זכאת ישעא מתאני ובנמתסקים R. Barukh Epstein, Mekor Barukh, op. cit., II, 1075; A. I. Paperna, “Zikaronot u-Shemu’ot,” Reshumot I (1925), 149: אר היד הלכה וה_UNICODEロック מברך במילים יד לשון שמואל Loeb Citron, Yogei ha-Sifrut ha-Yovel ba-Hadasah, op. cit. (n. 56). See also R. Izhel’s comments on Humash, Peh Kadosh (Warsaw, 1890), 16: ציך ייזחek Rivkind, “Shevi’i Shel Torah,” op. cit. (n. 73), 349; M. Zinowitz, op. cit., 194; E. Leoni, op. cit., 99. It is explicitly indicated at the beginning of the book that it was “printed at the order of the government.”

This same list of Jewish leaders (including R. Izhel) appears as well at the beginning of an edition of Maimonides’ Mishneh Torah also prepared by Mandelstamm in 1850–1852 under the auspices of the conference that met in 1843. In
connection with that, M. Stanislawski noted that, “The title page in Hebrew and
German both contain an approbation by leading rabbis and writers of the day,
phrased to sound like a haskamah, which it was not.” See his “The Tsarist
Mishne Torah: A Study in the Cultural Politics of the Russian Haskalah,”
PAJR L (1983), 165, n. 2. This is equally true with the Bi’ur.
85. See M. Lilenthal, op. cit., 348. For a note of caution, however, regarding the
historical accuracy of Lilenthal’s memoirs, see M. Stanislawski, Tsar Nicholas I,
op. cit., 73.
For an example of the obvious discomfort that R. Izzeleh’s high regard for
Mendelssohn’s Bi’ur caused in traditional circles, see M. S. Shapiro, “R. Izzeleh
mi-Volozhin,” op. cit. (n. 23), 109. He paraphrased Lilenthal’s description of his
visit to R. Izzeleh printed in his memoirs but, when he came to this passage,
substituted the following: אָצְרָף הָדוֹמֶלֶלָה יַאֲרָה לְדוֹאַ לְמִדֶּש—the text begins with רֹקֵם שְׁלוֹשֶׁת
86. The other delegates were R. Menahem Mendel Schnerezon of Lubavitch represen-
ting the Hasidic community, the director of the modern school in Odessa,
Bezalel Stern, representing the maskilim, and the wealthy traditional Jew, Israel
Halperin from Berdichev.
88. See M. Stanislawski, Tsar Nicholas I, op. cit., 69–70.
ha-Hinukh ve-ha-Haskalah shel ha-Yehudim bi-Russyah,” ha-Hinukh III:2
See also Y. L. Hakohen Maimon (Fishman), Serei ha-Me’ah (Jerusalem, 1965), IV,
30–31; E. Leoni, op. cit., 104–05. For a slightly different version of this story, see
R. Barukh Epstein, Mekor Barukh, op. cit., 1920; R. Ya’akov Lipschitz,
Zikhronot Ya’akov (Kovno-Sladowka, 1924), I, 82–83. Lipschitz reported in the
name of R. Hayyim Berlin, son of the Neziv and grandson of R. Izzeleh, that his
grandfather told this question and answer to Lilenthal privately.
90. A. Paperna, ibid., 150–51. This version is accepted by M. S. Shapiro, “R. Izzeleh
91. R. Epstein, Mekor Barukh, op. cit., 1921.
92. Y. L. Maimon, op. cit., 31. According to R. Hayyim Berlin’s version, R. Izzeleh
burst out crying when he told this to Lilenthal and the latter broke down and
cried as well. R. Hayyim also reported that R. Izzeleh shared another Torah
thought with Lilenthal and concluded: אָצְרָף הָדוֹמֶלֶלָה יַאֲרָה לְדוֹאַ לְמִדֶּשׁ. Once again, both
cried. See also Eliyahu Tcherikover, Yehudim bi-Itoṭ Mahasekhah (Tel Aviv,
1957), 125.
It is interesting that, in his memoirs, Lilenthal also referred to the Kol Nidre
sermon of R. Izzeleh that year but made no mention of this text or its application.
See M. Lilenthal, op. cit., 352–53.
In his description of Lilenthal’s trip, David Kahane simply writes: מִיָּמֵי עַשֵּׁה; the text
reads, יַאֲרָה לְדוֹאַ לְמִדֶּשׁ. See D. Kahane, “Lilenthal ve-Haskalah ha-
Yehudim bi-Russyah,” ha-Shilo’ah XXVII (1912), 549.
94. See R. Barukh Epstein, Mekor Barukh, op. cit., II, 1076–78. See also M. Zipowitz,
op. cit., 189–92; M. Stanislawski, op. cit., 78.
Lilenthal noted that the Neziv was present during the discussions between
himself and R. Izzeleh. See M. Lilenthal, op. cit., 349. He referred to the Neziv by
his Yiddish name Rabbi Lebele (ibid., 344, 348). For other such references, see
Shriet Shomer ve-Zikhronotav, op. cit. (n. 53), 60; E. Z. Lewin-Epstein,
Zikronotai, op. cit. (n. 61), 29; Samuel Leib Citron, Dray Literarishe Doyres, IV, 160–65.

For a discussion of these different versions of R. Izaleh’s reaction to Lilienhal, see E. Etkes, op. cit., 294–96.

95. M. Stanislawski, ibid., 78.

96. See also M. Zinowitz, op. cit., 189–91.

97. See above, p. 97.

98. M. Lilienhal, op. cit. (n. 79), 350.


100. See M. Stanislawski, op. cit., 150–51. I disagree with Dr. Stanislawski (ibid.) that R. Izaleh’s “collaborationist” politics with the Russian authorities were responsible for this decline. As noted earlier, there is no evidence to assume that his intention was any different than that of R. Menahem Mendel of Lubavitch who also agreed to participate in the 1843 rabbinical conference and whose intention, all agree, was to protect the interests of the traditional community to the extent that it was possible for him to do so. In fact, there was a tradition in R. Izaleh’s circle that he included a warm coat among the items he asked to be packed for him for the trip to the conference lest, it is told, he be unsuccessful in his attempts and be exiled to Siberia where he would need such an item of clothing for protection. See Y. Lipshitz, op. cit., I, 101. What may have made yeshiva students wary, rather, was R. Izaleh’s known general openness to extra-Talmudic knowledge. See also M. Stanislawski, ibid., 78; Yizhak Rivkind, “mi-Yalkute ha-Volozhini,” Reshumot V (1927), 380.

For R. Izaleh’s role during the conference and his reaction to its results (inner concern and outer optimism), see Y. L. Hakohen Maimon, Sarei ha-Me’ah, op. cit., II, 190–92; IV, 31–2; E. Etkes, op. cit., 299, n. 134. Cf. Y. Lipshitz, ibid., 102, who records that R. Izaleh gave a public pessimistic report in Wilkomir, after returning from the conference in St. Petersburg.

According to Maimon, ibid., IV, 33, R. Izaleh convened a secret conference of rabbis and lay leaders in 1845 to plan strategy about how to avert the dangers in the government’s policies that lie ahead.

101. See M. Berlin, Rabban shel Yisra’el, op. cit., 24; idem., mi-Volozhin ‘ad Yerushalayim, op. cit., 133. See too Abba Balosher, op. cit. (n. 57), 131:

ונכון גם בעברهل על התורה שלא קיימים שלם ימלועים בארץ בנים

ידiership, פ镊י ופיים, המוסчем נוספים, השלמות ויבר אציע, והושבה של

ונכון.

102. For R. Hayyim’s practice, see R. Izaleh’s introduction to his father’s Nefesh ha-Hayyim: בצל חיותו הגרות אץ האב, ובעד חותם פירושו מונח בדרישת ההשכלה. For R. Izaleh, see above, p. 98; R. Simchah Re’uven Edelmann, ha-Tiros (Warsaw, 1901), 78a:

ונכון כיון ההגנהstütו בפירושו מדרש אביו, והשכלה מדרש אביו

ונכון.

See also A. Kupernik, op. cit. (n. 41), cited in ha-Asif III, 240 and E. Leoni, op. cit., 100; M. Z. Neriah, Pirkei Volozhin, op. cit., 541, n. 4; M. Zinowitz, op. cit., 180.

R. Y. L. Hakohen Maimon was wrong when he wrote that the Neziv was the first after the Gaon of Vilna to teach the weekly Torah portion to his students. See Sarei ha-Me’ah (Jerusalem, 1965), V, 183.

For the Neziv's exegetical methodology, see the introduction to his *Ha'amek Davar*, entitled "*Kidmat ha-'Emek*"; S. Y. Zevin, *Ishim ve-Shitot*, ibid., 27–36.

A careful analysis of the Neziv's critical methodology, based on a close reading of all his works, is a major desideratum.


105. See Meir Bar-Ilan (Berlin), *mi-Volozhin 'ad Yerushalayim*, ibid., 138. See too ibid., 163:

\begin{quote}
ואם ריח עמינו היהَا עתידנו... וכלד עתידנו עתידנו וייבא לבריתaddock מברך קרא בכם.
\end{quote}

See too *idem.*, *Rabban shel Yisrael*, op. cit., 112:

\begin{quote}
לעתוןך כבולה לא יחידך והנה בניםך רבים בעידןrudף הדורותAQרדוואנך אתך.
\end{quote}

For other evidence, see *Mekor Barukh*, cited above, p. 78; *Ketov ha-Levanon* VI:7 (1869), col. 49, where the Neziv writes how he enjoyed "*oneg Shabbat*" by reading newspapers on that day. My thanks to Dr. Shnayer Z. Leiman for bringing this source to my attention. See too M. Zinowitz, *op. cit.*, 318.

106. Meir Bar-Ilan (Berlin), *Mi-Volozhin*, ibid., 138–39. See too ibid., 163:

\begin{quote}
וב רוח: *idem.*, *Rabban shel Yisrael*, ibid., 134–35:

אכף אל יהוה דבריו של רשע שאלה כשהוא אומר חניך בהיות ואתו ידע.
\end{quote}

R. Shlomoh Dovid Dinkin, the maskhgab of the yeshiva (above, pp. 88, 91), knew Russian and served as the translator for the Neziv when it was necessary for him to interact with the secular authorities. He also had a wide-ranging curiosity about current events. See M. S. Shapiro, "Yeshivat Volozhin bi-Shenot Gedulatatah," *ha-Do'ar* XII:26 (May 11, 1962), 439.

107. *Mi-Volozhin*, ibid., 139.

108. See A. I. Kook, "Rosh Yeshivat "Ez ha-Hayyim,"" *Knisset Yisrael* (Warsaw, 1887), II, 142. It was reprinted in *Ma'amarei ha-Re'iyah* (Jerusalem, 1980), 126.

This was the first biography ever written about the Neziv (see M. Berlin, *Rabban shel Yisrael*, op. cit., 11). R. Kook's son, R. Zevi Yehuda Hakohen, told the story that one day his father, who was then studying in Volozhin, came into the Neziv's library and found him in a dilemma. He had just received a request from Shaül Pinhas Rabiniowitz, the editor of *Knisset Yisrael*, to prepare a biography of himself for publication. He felt, however, that it was only appropriate to write a biography about a person who died or stopped being productive but, on the other hand, did not want to alienate Rabiniowitz by denying his request. To help solve the problem, R. Kook volunteered to write the biography himself, which he did. See R. Z. Y. Kook, *ha-Zofeb* (27 Av, 5703), cited by S. Mirsky, *op. cit.*, 53, n. 20; Y. L. Hakohen Maimon, *Sarei ha-Me'ah* (Jerusalem, 1965), VI, 258. For a tradition cited by R. Hayyim Berlin about his father's opposition to reading biographies of gedolei Torah, considering them to be nothing more than a ploy of the Satan to cause bittul Torah, see the preface to *Sefer Maromei Sadeh* I (Jerusalem, 1956).

The article was cited by M. Y. Berdyczewski in *ha-Meliẓ* XXVIII:30 (February 17, 1888), 303–04.


110. A careful analysis of all of the Neziv's works would undoubtedly yield a mine of information about his attitude to extra-Talmudic study. For one such example, see *Ha'amek Davar* on Num. 8:2 in connection with the menorah:
For a preliminary unsatisfactory treatment of this subject, see H. Katz, op. cit. (n. 3), 11-13, 109-16.

111. See above, n. 94.

112. See Mekor Barakh, op. cit., IV, 1917, 1921.

The Neziv also enjoyed a close relationship with a number of maskilim, including the prominent maskil Shlomo Yosef Fuenn and turned to him to intercede on behalf of the yeshiva. See Mekor Barakh, ibid., IV, 1831-33; M. Berlin, mi-Volozhin, 124-25; I. Klausner, Toledot ha'-Agudah Nes Ziyonah bi-Volozhin, op. cit., 19-20. Unlike many of his colleagues, Fuenn agreed with the Neziv that there should be no secular studies in Volozhin. See M. Reines, Ozar ha-Sifrut III, 13, n. 1.

113. M. Bar-Ilan, mi-Volozhin, op. cit., 139.

114. ba-Meliz XXV:9 (February 13, 1885), 139.

115. Neziv, She'elot u-Teshuvot Meshiv Davar I:44, end. This seems to be the basis of a statement made by his son:

כברелеф כאל לבבי איה ותפסה על בצורה דובגת ימה מתוך המדוקד
בוחלצל, צ' חוכה שיבים של אחרים הרג וראינו יתמה איה מזג
ולחלצillow צעדה וצ'ה שלשה סכנת לו צעדה, הבין את זה, הז肇י צעדה בהלך
ושארו זאו צעדה שהמכך עגמה כמה דובג רצבת, אנל ברוך וירבך צעדה דרשו את
ולחלצillow הצהובים שלפיים לשלם צעדה והולך לא.

See M. Bar-Ilan, mi-Volozhin, op. cit., 163-64. See too ba-Meliz XIX:69 (September 17, 1883), 1108 where someone wrote in defense of the Neziv that he outlawed various periodicicals in his yeshiva,

לא חמק משגבנו בקא מיתעך לאו השכבה אז למד ימה מלקידים בוהנים ילאלון ויק
Obsolete בישלמה חודה. ש başvא קלידון מביא והוא כשלון דריו כלל וייד נחלבל
כברכב חליו ויבננה. ויחו חובה. צ' ויה מידיית למבוסת ישראל לחרטוש קלואבדו.

For more on this crucially important responsum, see below.


117. M. Y. Berdyczewski, ba-Meliz XXVIII:30 (February 17, 1888), 305. For more information on the formation of this society, see S. Stämpfer, op. cit., 104; above, p. 93.

118. Ha-Meliz XIX:69 (September 17, 1883), 1108.

119. See M. Berlin, Rabban shel Yisra’el, op. cit., 112; M. Y. Berdyczewski, ha-Kerem (1887), 77.

The students, however, did so clandestinely. See Pinhas Turberg, Kitvei Pinhas Turberg (New York, 1933), 134-35; S. Stämpfer, op. cit., 104-05.

120. Israel Klausner, Toledot ha'-Agudah Nes Ziyonah bi-Volozhin (Jerusalem, 1954), 13. See too Yitzhak Nissenbaum, ha-Dat ve-ha-Teḥiyah ha-Le’omit (Warsaw, 1920), 123, in connection with Hibbat Zion societies in Volozhin:

זואמ חסד רחמים ביה כה מירבם שעדת יובם יתכסל עם צעדה. איה ביא
רוצה לכל ימי זריזת אגרות עננים 잔ך וארע אגרות מעש הקדושים והם
 Tcpוע דרך מירבם אבר אל חדיו מירבם באל אחרнием:getReference omitted.
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See too J. L. Hakohen Maimon, Lema'an Ziyon Lo Ehesheh (Jerusalem, 1954), 113; Simon Federbush, Hazon Torah ve-Ziyon (Jerusalem and New York, 1960), 86.

121. See the memoirs of Yosef Rothstein, printed in Klausner, ibid., 123.


Contrast this to the position of Rabbi Eliezer Gordon of Telshe and Rabbi Yosef Dov Soloveitchik of Brisk who bitterly opposed the Hibbat Ziyon movement, denouncing it as “a new sect like that of Shabbatai Zevi, may the name of the wicked rot, which is a mizvah to annihilate.” See Ehud Luz, ibid., 116.

For R. Eliezer Gordon’s change of heart about the Hibbat Ziyon movement, see Yehudah Epel, bi-Tokh Reshit ha-Tehiyah (Tel Aviv, 1936), 454–49. For the opposition to the Hibbat Ziyon movement among great rabbinic authorities during the time that the Neziv continued to be very active within it, see Yosef Salmon, ‘Sefer Shihat Ziyon’ ve-Rik‘o ha-Histori,” Esbet Be‘er Sheva II (1980), 331–40. For the opposition of R. Hayyim Soloveitchik, see M. Lipson, mi-Dor Dor (Tel Aviv, 1968) I, 24, #65.


El. N. Bialik was very active in Nezah Yisrael. See F. Lachover, op. cit. (n. 71), 69–84 and the sources cited there.

R. Isser Zalman Melzer was a member of the Nes Ziyonah group (see Y. Nissenebaum, ‘Ale‘i He‘li, ibid., 42–43; F. Lachover, ibid., 79, n. 27) as was
R. Moshe Mordecai Epstein (see I. Klausner, ibid., 25). For a picture of R. Moshe Mordecai in a group of members of Nes Zionah in Kovno, see I. Klausner, ibid., 26. For another picture of R. Moshe Mordecai with a group of men who bought land in Hadereh, see Ever Hadani, Haderab (Tel Aviv, 1951), before p. 25. See also E. Leoni, op. cit., 121. For the leading role he played in the transactions, see E. Hadani, ibid., 12–16; E. Leoni, ibid., 281–83.

Cf. Aharon Suraski, Toledot ha-Hinukh ha-Torani, op. cit. (n. 6), 286, who claims that the ideology of Hizbat Zion was pasul and that it succeeded in ensnaring some yeshiva students who were misled by it. He totally ignored the fact that the Neziv himself was an important leader of that movement, which also included at least these two scholars (R. Isser Zalman and R. Moshe Mordecai) who later became gedolei Yisa’el.

122. See R. Moshe Shmuel ve-Doro, op. cit. (n. 23), 61. For the circumstances surrounding Mrs. Berlin’s serious illness, see M. Y. Berdyczewski, ha-Meliz XXVIII:56 (March 20, 1888), 573; below, p. 105.

123. Ibid., 63–64. Cf. R. Yosef Dov Soloveitchik, “Ish ha-Halakah,” Talpiyot I:3–4 (1944), 697f. For more on the struggle over mussar in the Lithuanian yeshivot, including Volozhin, see Dov Katz, Pulmus ha-Mussar (Jerusalem, 1972), 235f. Also relevant to a study of the Neziv’s attitude to secular studies is his reaction to the educational innovation proposed by R. Yehiel Michal Pines in Palestine towards the end of the century. See Alter Druyanow-Shulamit Laskov, Ketavim le-Toledot Hizbat Zion ve-Yishuv Ereẓ Yisa’el (Tel Aviv, 1982), I, 209–13.

124. M. Y. Berdyczewski, ha-Meliz XXVIII:56 (March 20, 1888), 573.

125. M. Berlin, Rabban shel Yisa’el, op. cit., 138. See also idem., mi-Volozhin ad Yerushalyim, op. cit., 129:

... which turned upon the intellectual and spiritual foundations of the Yeshivah, the Jerusalem yeshiva of the Ashkenazic Bet din.

Further, we may note that we have not yet considered the question of the Neziv’s commitment to the idea of an independent Jewish state.

126. Idem., Rabban shel Yisa’el, ibid.

127. Ibid., 139. For the Neziv’s particular love for Ereẓ Yisa’el and his involvement in Jewish life there, see above, n. 121. According to one report, whenever he would recite kedushah in the Shabbat morning kedushah, he would recite the words: “Nachtan Shelah,” ha-Emet ve-ha-Shalom,” ha-Peles III:12 (1903), 729.

The Neziv may also have been motivated at this time to move to the Land of Israel because his brother Lipa had just recently done so. See Hayyim Michal Mikhlin, bi-Re’i ha-Dorot (Tel Aviv, 1940), 31.

See also ha-Meliz XXX:120 (June 13, 1890), 4 for a report that the Neziv devoted part of his customary sermon in the yeshiva on the first day of Shavuot that year to the notion of yishuv ‘Ereẓ Yisa’el.

128. See A. Balshper, op. cit. (n. 57), 123–24. Also, R. Hayyim had a special relationship with many of the students and was beloved by them. See J. L. Radius, Zikkronot, op. cit. (n. 47), 65–66.


The controversy over R. Hayyim’s appointment also spilled over into the Jewish press. See ha-Meliz XXXI:45 (March 6, 1891), 5; XXXI:54 (March 17, 1891), 2; XXXI:61 (March 26, 1891), 3; XXXI:63 (March, 1891).

Bitter conflicts over the succession of leadership in Volozhin’s yeshiva were nothing new. The Neziv himself was challenged a number of times to justify his own position as rosh yeshiva (in 1849 by R. Yehoshua Heschel Levin, in 1853
and 1857 by the followers of R. Yosef Dov Halevi Solomonitchik, and in 1870 by R. Hayyim Hillel Friedl and the turmoil within the yeshiva was intense. It always involved the division of the students into factions whose disagreements degenerated into shouting matches and fist fights, public expressions of disrespect for the Neziv, tumult and disturbance in the bet midrash, forged letters and more. In more than one instance outside rabbis had to be brought in to decide the matter.


For a similar example of a later upheaval and strike in Volozhin over the matter of succession (in 1916), see Gedalyah Pomeranz, “ha-Shevivah ha-Aharonah bi-Yeshivat Volozhin,” ha-Do‘ar XLI:15 (February 8, 1963), 240–43.


For information on R. Hayyim Berlin, see E. Leoni, op. cit., 215–20 and the bibliography cited there; M. Zinowitz, op. cit., 297–302.

Another important factor in the events leading up to the close of the yeshiva was the growing strength of a group of informers within the yeshiva who joined together with their fellow maskilim on the outside in appealing to the Russian authorities to take steps to close it. As many sources indicate, this “fifth column” of students in Volozhin was also very responsible for its closing.

131. See, for example, B. Goldberg, Zikaron le-Aharonim, op. cit. (n. 52), 16–17; E. Leoni, ibid., 217.


R. Epstein noted that the study of mathematics was also required. See his Mekor Barukh IV, 2026.


135. She‘elot u-Teshuvot Mekor Dvar 1:44, end.

136. M. Bar-Ilan (Berlin), mi-Volozhin ‘ad Yerushalayim, op. cit., 164.

137. Ibid., 165–66.

138. Ibid., 166.


A. Suraski, Toledot ha-Ḥinukh ha-Torami, op. cit. (n. 6), 289–90, is clearly wrong when he claims that the Neziv decided to close Volozhin rather than
allow any secular studies in it. See also the sources cited above, n. 7. Most striking is a statement made in an article printed in 1887 by Rabbi Avraham Yiḥzak Hakohen Kook that a separate room had already then been set aside in the yeshiva for secular studies. He wrote that although the Neziv was opposed to designating time during the day for secular studies out of a fear that it would lead to minimizing Torah study (see above, pp. 103–4),

בכל מקום שעשתה חכום התורה את מחכמי הגרודזון שביאלו מהתלמודים השכירים אבד אעד הגרודזון

כتركيب קבוצת תלמידים עלייה בקיפון עלייה גמונין הלומדים הלומדים על אבד מיתר.

וע.metro הגרודזון במריתו מבוקש.

See his “Rosh Yeshivat ‘Ez Hayyim’,” Knesset Yiṣra’el II, op. cit. (n. 108), 142; reprinted in Ma’amarei ha-Re’iyah, op. cit., 126. My thanks to Rabbi Matis Greenblatt for being the first to bring this source to my attention. However, I know of no other evidence for such a program in Volozhin at that early date. It is also hard to believe, as it would appear from R. Kook’s description, that the Neziv instituted this new policy on his own, without having been forced to do so by the government. Everything we know about the Neziv indicates that such a move on his part would be inconceivable. Cf. Y. Lifshitz, Zikron Ya’akov, op. cit., 144.

For other explicit statements that secular studies (i.e., Russian language) were formally studied in Volozhin, see E. Leoni, op. cit., 137; Azriel Shohat, Mossad ha-Rabbanut mi-Ta’am” bi-Russiyah (Haifa, 1976), 189, n. 107.

140. This list of regulations was printed in ha-Meliz XXXII-46 (March 7, 1892), 1-2; ha-Zefrah LVI (March 6, 1892), 224 and LVI (March 8, 1892), 228. See too M. Zinowitz, op. cit., 326–32.

141. This was a particularly onerous regulation for Volozhin because, since the days of R. Hayyim, the custom there had been for students to learn in the bet midrash throughout the entire night, every night of the year. For this practice during R. Hayyim’s days, see R. David of Novaredok, Sefer Galya Masekhet, op. cit (n. 21), 33b:

ואם כן דא עשה יוללו היה הבישו משומרות עד רז חזק דרב משלול יושב רז

אשר רדוי המולל לא יושב משלולشبه יושבсолשלול המלדדב והרל הקเสมה וה rval.

This was cited by R. Barukh Epstein, Mekor Barukh, op. cit., IV, 1787. For a formulation by R. Hayyim on the importance of uninterrupted Torah study, see his Nefesh ha-Hayyim IV,25.

For the days of R. Izehel, see M. Z. Neriah, Pirkei Volozhin (Jerusalem, 1964), 24, n.; cf. S. Stamper, op. cit., 33.

For the practice during the days of the Neziv who made regular nocturnal visits to the bet midrash at all hours of the night, see M. Berlin, Rabban shel Yiṣra’el, op. cit., 99, 114; idem., mi-Volozhin, op. cit., 114; R Barukh Epstein, Mekor Barukh, ibid., IV, 1787–88.

For a discussion by the Neziv of the significance of Torah learning especially at night, see his commentary on Shir ha-Shirim I:8 in Metu Shir (Jerusalem, 1967), 86.

A number of articles about Volozhin describe the very imposing sight it made on winter nights when the yeshiva building was all lit up and the voice of Torah emanated from it. See, for example, ha-‘Asif III (1886), 236; A. Balosh, “Bi’ilik bi-Volozhin,” op. cit., 129; M. E. Eisenstadt, “Yeshivat Volozhin,” op. cit., 160; M. Bar-Ilan (Berlin), mi-Volozhin, op. cit., 104–05.

142. Mekor Barukh, ibid., IV, 2025, 2026. Even some maskilim who defended the Russian regulations which led to the closing of Volozhin recognized the unfair and unacceptable nature of these most extreme clauses. They suggested that they
be changed when the yeshiva would reopen. See ha-Meliz XXXII:47 (March 8, 1892), 1–3; XXXII:50 (March 11, 1892), 1–3.


When the news spread that Volozhin had closed, the traditional community reacted with great sorrow. See, for example, Rabbi Y. Nissenbaum’s letter to H. N. Bialik postmarked 10.2.1892 and printed in Iggerot ha-Rav Nissenbaum (Jerusalem, 1956), 2:

שגר נודל זש’. הר椬ק אריזי מופירת העמותה ... על תורות ביה ומקשים י”א
ויש כי תורהו-معنى מקרקעין על תורות ביה מול מקרשון כומך. קריעי י”ב
’on כל קובץ וממשCAM אבראטי על관ראש התוספות איווחה עישם

See also R. Moshe Mordeccai Epstein’s letter to Menahem Mendel Nahumovsky, printed in E. Hadani, Hadarot, op. cit. (n. 121), 37–38.

An eighteen-year-old student in the Telshi Yeshiva wrote a play about the closing of Volozhin which became very popular and was performed in many yeshivot throughout Lithuania. See Y. Rivkind, “mi-Yalkutei ha-Volozhin,” op. cit., 362–75.

Alexander Zederbaum could not refrain from leveling a parting blow at the Neziv, blaming him for not instituting secular studies in the yeshiva as per the government order, and therefore being personally responsible for its close. See ha-Meliz XXXII:47 (March 8, 1892), 1–3.

145. See above, p. 78.

Dr. Shnayer Leiman suggested two other ways of interpreting R. Hayyim Berlin’s words in his zaru‘ah cited above, assuming that it is an accurate transcription of what the Neziv told him: 1) The Neziv told his son not to allow secular studies in the main hall of the yeshiva (שהלא הלכות מתמחים של המדרש), which is what the Russian authorities wanted and which he never allowed. He permitted it only in a room downstairs; 2) The Neziv told his son not to allow secular studies to become an integral part of the formal curriculum of the yeshiva. Hence his continued emphasis on כלא הלכות מתמחים של המדרש. As long as they were kept separate, i.e., late in the evening and in a specially designated room, he did not object.

146. See M. S. Shapiro, “Yeshivat Volozhin bi-Shenot Segiratah u-Petiha’ah,” R. Moshe Shmuel ve-Doro, op. cit., 78.


For the neglect of history by Jews in general, see Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi, Zakhor: Jewish History and Jewish Memory (Seattle and London, 1982).


150. It is worth noting that two recent descriptions of the events in Volozhin do correctly note that secular studies were, indeed, formally offered in the yeshiva. See Shaul Kagan, “Reb Chaim Ozer: An Appreciation,” Yated Ne’eman (14 Cheshvan 5751; November 2, 1990), 4:

At these conferences, the government regularly introduced proposals to force the traditional rabbinim to attain knowledge of the Russian lan-
guage and to study secular subjects. They eventually forced the famed Yeshiva of Volozhin, the major and largest yeshiva in the world at that time, to include secular subjects in the curriculum. Ultimately, the holy Netziv, the aged Rosh Yeshiva and Rav of Volozhin, closed the yeshiva rather than allow it to be transformed into a secular institution with its pure Torah diluted. This in turn hastened his untimely passing.

See also Berel Wein, *Triumph of Survival* (Monsey, 1990), 131: “There were periods when secular studies were taught in Volozhin.”